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Chapter 1094: Chapter 1,094, headed to Cloud Dragon Island

Out of the ten over elders, four or five had left.

Qin Yu did not say a word. He had already expected this outcome. He
swept his gaze over the crowd and said slowly: “No one has left, right?
Alright, let’s go.”

With that, Qin Yu turned to look at Star picking. Star picking grunted in
gratitude before he took the lead and led the group towards Cloud Dragon
Island.

The Cloud Dragon Island was not within the Yan country’s borders, but
was located on an isolated island in the deep sea.

This place could be said to be truly desolate and uninhabited, with almost
no one passing through here. Of course, this also caused the path to the
Cloud Dragon Island to become somewhat difficult.

The group changed their various means of transportation and arrived at
the shore.

Standing there, Qin Yu gazed at the boundless sea level, before he raised
his finger and pointed in a certain direction.

“According to the location on the map, it should be in this direction,
“said Qin



Yu. “Yes, but I’m afraid it will be a little difficult to go to Cloud Dragon

Island, “said Zhai Xing.

“It’s okay. Leave it to me.”Zhuang Teng patted his chest.

He had a lot of connections, so it was indeed easier to find a ship.

Zhai Xing glanced at zhuang teng and said, “There are very few ships

going to Cloud Dragon Island. Even if you have great connections, it’s
useless.”

“Try it. If it really doesn’t work, we’ll think of another way,”Zhuang
Teng said with a smile.

Zhuang Teng did not waste any time. He immediately began to use his
connections to find a ship going to the Cloud Dragon Island.

Just as Zhai Xing said, there were very few ships going to the Cloud

Dragon Island.

Zhuang Teng did not know how many calls he had made, but all of them
were met with a nose full of dust.

About half an hour later, Zhuang Teng ran back eagerly. “I have to say,
our luck is really good, “Zhuang Teng said with a smile.

“Have you found it?”Qin Yu asked.

Zhuang Teng said with a smile, “It just so happens that there is a group of
rich businessmen here who are planning to take a boat trip. One of them
is passing by Cloud Dragon Island. I tried to persuade them, but they
finally agreed to give us a ride.”



Qin Yu patted Zhuang Teng on the shoulder and said with a smile, “Well

done.”

Zhuang Teng said with some pride, “Do you think that all the banquets
I’ve held all these years have been for nothing? Our Zhuang family…

At the mention of the Zhuang family, Zhuang Teng suddenly fell silent,
and a trace of pain flashed across his face.

“You can’t reminisce about the past, don’t think about it,”Qin Yu
comforted him.

Zhuang Teng forced a smile and said, “Yes, I’m fine.”

About four to five hours later, a ship arrived nearby.

It was a cruise ship with many wealthy businessmen dressed in luxurious
clothes.

Zhuang Teng quickly went forward to negotiate. A few minutes later,
Zhuang Teng waved his hand and said, “Everyone, get on the ship.” A
group of people got on the ship. Although they were all famous
aristocratic families in Jingdu, they were not welcomed on this ship at
all.

The local businessmen looked at Qin Yu and the others with disdain.

“I heard from Zhuang Teng that what kind of martial artists are you? Can
You Fly?”A young man in a suit walked forward and said indifferently.
Seeing this, zhuang teng hurriedly introduced, “This is Gong Tianyu, the
organizer of this parade.”

Qin Yu nodded slightly and said politely, “Thank you for your help.”



Gong Tianyu ignored this and said with a faint smile, “You guys are so
powerful, why do you still need to take a boat? Can’t you just fly over?”

“Oh my God, YOU MOTHERF * cker… “Chang Mang was displeased.
He was about to curse when he was stopped by Qin Yu.

“Mr. Gong, you must be joking. Flying in the sky and flying in the Earth
are out of our reach,”Qin Yu said politely.

After all, they were riding on someone else’s boat, so it was not good for
them to shed all pretenses.

Gong tianyu snorted and said, “I really don’t know what you guys are

bragging about every day. No matter how powerful you are, are you still
as powerful as a spear?”

“That’s right. What era is it now? Why are you still practicing martial

arts? It’s more like practicing dancing.”The other wealthy merchants also
laughed, obviously treating Qin Yu and the others as laughing stock.

Qin Yu’s people couldn’t hold it in any longer. Just as they were about to
flare up, they were interrupted by a wave of a hand.

“Forget it, there’s no need.”Qin Yu shook his head. Gong Tianyu waved
his hand, and immediately, a bodyguard walked over.

“My bodyguard was hired from abroad at a high price. Do you want to
Spar with him?”Gong Tianyu said proudly.

Qin Yu smiled and said, “There’s no need.”

Gong Tianyu became even more proud when he heard that.

From his point of view, Qin Yu was obviously afraid.



“Take them to the basement. There’s no other place. You Won’t mind,
right?”Gong Tianyu said with a smile.

Qin Yu frowned slightly.

There were not many people on the ship. It was obviously a lie to say that
there was no place to live.

However, Qin Yu was too lazy to argue with him. As long as they could
reach Cloud Dragon Island, it was enough.

Therefore, under the lead of the bodyguards, the group arrived at the
basement.

“Damn it, Zhuang Teng, what the Hell did you find? Your words are

disgusting, and you even let us live in such a place! If it weren’t for Qin
Yu stopping us, I would have smashed his head into pieces!”Chang
Mang scolded.

Zhuang Teng said with slight embarrassment, “Gong Tianyu has always
been like this. He has been spoiled by his parents. He is not afraid of
anything. He always thinks that he has seen through the truth of the
world. Otherwise, he would not have organized this sea parade.”

“That’s right. Usually, there are no ships heading to the vicinity of Cloud
Dragon Island.”Zhai Xing nodded.

Zhuang teng spread his hands and said with a bitter smile, “Young
Master Gong doesn’t believe in evil.”

Qin Yu smiled and said, “It doesn’t matter.We already owe him a favor,
so there’s no need to be calculative.”



“Moreover, there will be times for him to beg us along the way.”

With that, Qin Yu and the others divided their rooms. According to the
captain’s calculation, even if the ship sailed the fastest, it would still take
about five days to arrive at Cloud Dragon Island.

Qin Yu was not in a hurry. He just happened to use these five days to
absorb the power of divine sense in the jar. Therefore, after Qin Yu,
Jiang He, and the others gave some advice, they returned to their own
room and took out the jar of divine sense.

The moment the jar was opened, white gas was emitted.

“It will take about three days to completely absorb it,”Qin Yu thought to
himself.

Previously, the mustache, Tie Dan, and the others had told Qin Yu that

once the chaotic body entered the martial saint stage, each minor realm
would bring about a huge increase in strength.

If he advanced to the middle stage of the martial saint stage, it was not
impossible for him to fight against a mighty figure.

‘hopefully, the remaining half of the jar can help me advance to the
middle stage of the Martial Saint Stage,’Qin Yu thought to himself.

He closed his eyes slightly and sat cross-legged in his mind with his
primordial spirit. He began to absorb the divine sense power in the jar.

Traces of power slowly entered Qin Yu’s body and slowly fused with his
primordial spirit.

Chapter 1095: Chapter 1095, the Proud Gong Tianyu



Translator: Nyoi-Bo Studio Editor: Nyoi-Bo Studio
The others were not like Qin Yu. They were enjoying themselves on the
cruise
ship.
“Five days is really boring. “On the deck, Xiao Yuan shook his head
helplessly. Chu hedao said quietly, “Five days is nothing to us.” “Brother
Chu, you are wrong. The longer the journey, the more you should know
your dao heart,”Xiao Yuan said with a smile.
Chu Hedao looked at Xiao Yuan, his eyes shining with a bright light. He
stared at Xiao Yuan and asked, “What is brother Xiao’s Dao Heart?”
A trace of surprise flashed in Xiao Yuan’s eyes, and then he said with a
smile, “Dao Heart, Dao Heart, naturally you must know it in your heart.
How can you say it verbally?”
Xiao Yuan obviously wanted to prevaricate, but Chu Hedao seemed to
want to get to the bottom of it.
He looked at Xiao Yuan coldly and said, “Brother Xiao’s Dao Heart is
extremely extraordinary. It’s hard to understand.”
Xiao Yuan laughed loudly and said, “There are thousands of paths.
Everyone has their own different Dao. What’s so strange about this?”
“Brother Xiao, did you receive some inheritance?”At this moment, Chu
Hedao suddenly asked.
Hearing this, Xiao Yuan’s expression instantly became somewhat
unnatural, but it only lasted for a moment.
He smiled and said, “Our Xiao family doesn’t have any powerful
inheritance.”
Chu Hedao’s eyes flickered, and no one knew what he was thinking.
“Our understanding of martial families should be far inferior to brother
Xiao’s. If we can obtain any powerful inheritance, you must inform us,
“Chu Hedao said in a deep voice. After saying this, Chu Hedao didn’t
say anything else and turned around to leave.
Xiao Yuan watched Chu Hedao’s back as his eyes flashed with a trace of
coldness.



The news that the holy region was about to be opened spread like wildfire,
and the martial arts forum instantly spread as well. Tianji zi personally
sent this news to the martial arts forum. “The holy region’s passageway
has long been closed, but Night View Avenue has learned that the holy

region’s passageway will be opened soon, and it’s been opened by
humans, “Tianji Zi said.
Someone below asked, “By humans? who has such great ability? Qin

Yu? or those eight higher-ups?” Tianji zi replied, “None of them. None
of them have such great ability.”
As soon as these words were said, the entire martial arts forum was in an

uproar.
The news that the higher-ups were at the Almighty Realm had long

spread. Even they didn’t have such great ability? Then who was the one

who opened the Holy Region Passage? Could it be an existence that

surpassed the Almighty Realm?
Someone continued to ask, wanting to get to the bottom of the matter, but
Tian Jizi didn’t reply.
“The Holy Region has opened. Presumably, those who can head to the
holy region are also geniuses.” “The group led by Qin Yu will definitely

head to the Holy Region first.” “One step at a time, one step at a time.
I’m afraid we’ll never be able to catch up to these people.” “It might not
be a good thing. The holy region might not be able to accommodate them.
That kind of place obeys the law of the jungle. It’s not safe to go there.”
Everyone discussed animatedly, but they seemed to be filled with
curiosity and yearning for the holy region. On the cruise ship, Qin Yu
was still slowly absorbing the power of the divine sense in the jar. It had
to be said that the aura provided by the jar was indeed unrivaled. Even
the purest internal Qi could not be compared to it.
The cruise ship was sailing on the sea.
Compared to the vast sea, the cruise ship looked extremely small, like a
small boat.
The people on the ship looked into the distance, holding wine glasses in



their hands. They were quite pleased with themselves.
“I wonder if we will encounter any danger on this trip to the Cloud
Dragon Island, “Yao Meng said.
“Danger is inevitable. Didn’t you say that no martial saint has ever left
the Cloud Dragon Island?”Zhuang Teng said. The crowd remained silent.
Although they were filled with yearning for the cloud dragon island, at
the same time, they were also faintly worried.
Right at this moment, Gong Tianyu walked over while swaying his wine
cup.
He smiled faintly and said, “Martial friends, are you discussing martial
arts?”
Gong Tianyu’s words carried a bit of sarcasm, and his gaze was
incomparably disdainful.
Yao Meng couldn’t help but laugh and say, “Mister Gong, although we
love martial arts, it doesn’t mean that our other conveniences are inferior
to yours.”
“If we really talk about it, everyone here has strength above yours.”
When Gong Tianyu heard this, he couldn’t help but Snort coldly. “Is that
so? I know you guys are from Jingdu, and they say that Jingdu’s people
are all-powerful. I’d really like to see them.”
Yao Meng raised her eyebrows and said, “Are you serious?” Gong
Tianyu laughed loudly and said, “I’ve always kept my word. Of course, I
see that you’re somewhat beautiful. If you’re willing to spend the night
with me, I might be able to take back what I said just now.”
As soon as he said that, the expressions of the people who were making
love instantly turned ugly.
“Without Qin Yu, I want to see who can stop me,”Chang Mang said with
a dark
face.
Seeing this, Zhuang Teng hurriedly stopped Chang Mang. However,
Chang Mang shook his arms and directly pushed Zhuang Teng to the side.
“Are you trying to scare me?”Gong Tianyu was not afraid at all, and the
bodyguards beside him took a step forward.



Chang Mang had long lost his patience. Among this group of people,
besides Qin Yu, there was probably no one else who could stop him.
Therefore, no one said anything more.
“HMM?”
At this moment, Yao Meng suddenly frowned slightly. “It seems that
someone is approaching us.”Yao Meng said with a frown.
Chang Mang frowned slightly. He stopped his footsteps and looked in a
certain direction. The others also released their divine sense.
“As expected. “Kong Yun’s face darkened.
“There are more than ten people approaching us. Among them, there’s a
martial saint and many ordinary people.”
“I didn’t expect to meet a martial saint here. I really don’t know how

many martial saints still exist in this world.” Gong tianyu sneered,
“There’s no end to the sea. How can there be anyone? If you want to

change the topic, just say it.” The crowd ignored him, treating him as a

fool.
Yao Meng’s eyes looked into the distance. About half an hour later, a
ship appeared in front of them.
The ship rushed over and blocked the front of the cruise ship.
There was a flag on the ship, and on the flag was a picture of a shark.
Seeing the ship, the face of a middle-aged man beside him changed

drastically.
“Oh no, we still met them!”The middle-aged man’s face was ashen. Yao
Meng asked, “Who are they?” The middle-aged man gulped and said,
“They are notorious pirates in the nearby waters. Many cargo ships that
pass through here have been hijacked by them. Not only do they want
money, they also want their lives…”

“What are you afraid of?”Gong Tianyu snorted.
He looked at the bodyguard beside him and said indifferently, “I hired
them at a high price. How can I be afraid of them!”
After saying that, Gong Tianyu patted the bodyguard’s shoulder and said,



“I’ll leave it to you.” The bodyguard nodded slightly and said, “Don’t
worry.”

Chapter 1096: Chapter 10096, Summon the Demon Beast

Translator: Nyoi-Bo Studio Editor: Nyoi-Bo Studio
Soon, a group of people appeared on the deck of the opposite ship.
They were playing with pistols in their hands, looking quite stunning.
“Hand over all the valuable things on the ship, and maybe we can
consider leaving you with a whole corpse,”the leader, Scarface, said
coldly.
Gong Tianyu shook the wine glass in his hand and said indifferently,
“Let me give you a piece of advice. Don’t give yourself trouble.”
Scarface’s face turned cold when he heard that. He took out his pistol and
pointed it at Gong Tianyu. Before Gong Tianyu could say anything,
Scarface pulled the trigger!
“Bang!”
The bullet flew toward Gong Tianyu!
At this moment, the bodyguard beside him quickly blocked in front of

Gong Tianyu. Then, he reached out and caught the bullet in his hand!
Seeing this scene, Gong Tianyu couldn’t help but clap his hands. He
clapped and said, “Not bad, not bad. How is it? You all saw it, right?
You can even catch a bullet! What’s there to be afraid of?”
Chang Mang and the others sneered and looked like they were watching a
good show.
Scarface, who was opposite them, saw the situation and immediately

frowned.
“If you know what’s good for you, then get lost quickly. Otherwise,
don’t blame me for being impolite!”Gong Tianyu shouted.
Scarface did not say a word. He turned around and returned to the ship.
In just a moment, an old man who looked like he was in his 60s walked
out.



This old man was their leader. He was also a genuine martial saint!
“Where did you find another Old Thing?”Gong Tianyu did not realize
the danger at all.
That old man had his hands behind his back. His feet trembled slightly
and he immediately landed on the deck.
Gong Tianyu glared at the old man and said, “Old Man, who told you to
get on the ship? Get off the ship!”
The old man glanced at gong tianyu and said, “Kid, you’d better be polite
when talking to me.”
“Polite? I think you’re courting death! Get on the ship and throw him

into the sea!”Gong Tianyu cursed. After saying that, the bodyguard
beside him rubbed his fists and walked forward.
“Idiot.”Chang Mang, who was beside him, couldn’t help but Snort coldly.
The bodyguard rubbed his fists and then strode toward the old man.
“Old Man, our boss said that you…”

“Bang!” Before the bodyguard could finish his words, the old man raised
his hand slightly. In almost an instant, the bodyguard’s body exploded!
Pieces of flesh and blood flew wantonly, and fresh blood splashed on
Gong Tianyu’s face!
Gong Tianyu was stunned on the spot.
The pungent smell of blood made his whole body tremble! “Who’s in

charge of this ship?”The old man swept his hands behind his back and
looked at everyone. “Him!”Chang Mang immediately pointed at Gong
Tianyu.
Gong Tianyu’s expression changed drastically. He swallowed his saliva
as if he wanted to say something, but Chang Mang and the others didn’t
give him a chance at all and turned around to leave.
“Don’t… Don’t go!”Gong Tianyu hurriedly shouted. Chang mang
sneered, “Didn’t you look down on us? Settle it yourself.”
After saying this, Chang Mang turned around and left.
Zhuang Teng and the others did not stay any longer. They followed
behind Chang Mang and turned around to walk towards the basement.



Gong Tianyu was so scared that his crotch was stained with a fishy
yellow. His lips trembled as he said in a trembling voice, “Don’t… Don’t

go. Save me. I know I’m wrong… Zhuang Teng, save me…” However,
no one paid any attention to Gong Tianyu.
Gong Tianyu was extremely frightened. He knelt on the ground with a
“Plop”and said with a trembling voice, “Don’t… Don’t kill me. I’ll give
you all the money I have on me. I’ll also give you this boat…”

After saying that, Gong Tianyu took out his bank card and all the
valuables on him from his pocket and handed them to the old man.
The old man didn’t stand on ceremony. He put all the valuables into his
pocket and then glanced at the other merchants. After he finished
speaking, the old man’s hand flashed with a bright light and a terrifying
internal Qi instantly gathered in his palm.
Gong Tianyu’s face instantly turned ashen. He knelt on the ground and
shouted desperately, “Don’t Kill Us, I beg you…”

However, this old man was a martial saint. In his eyes, Gong Tianyu and
the others were like ants, not worth mentioning at all.
The light in his hand grew brighter and brighter as a terrifying qi energy
gathered.
“Disappear.”The old man said indifferently as his palm slowly pressed

forward.
“Boom!”
The light in his hand rolled towards the ship like a cannonball!
At this moment, a blood-red light flashed past. He waved his hand and
sent the light flying!
The light exploded on the surface of the sea. The sea water shook as if it
had triggered a tsunami.
“Damn it, if you want to kill him, then kill him. What the hell are you

doing destroying the ship? Are You Cheap?”Chang Mang cursed.
The old man frowned slightly and said in a deep voice, “Martial saint?
Who Are You?”
“I am your father!”Chang Mang did not waste any words and charged at



the old man with his fist clenched!
The Old Man’s face changed. He did not dare to be negligent and
hurriedly raised his hand to meet the attack!
“Bang!” The moment the two sides collided, the entire sea surface
instantly exploded dozens of meters! Yao Meng and the others hurriedly
made their moves and activated their genuine Qi to protect the ship.
Under this punch, the old man was directly pushed back dozens of meters
and half of his palm exploded!
As a holy body, Chang Mang’s physical strength was naturally
self-evident. It was definitely not something that this old man could
compare to.
“You actually met a martial saint here.”The old man’s expression was
somewhat cold.
Chang Mang looked at this old man coldly and said, “You Burn, kill, and
plunder every day. Today, I will execute justice on behalf of the heavens
and kill you, you old bastard!” The old man’s eyes narrowed slightly, as
if he could tell that Chang Mang was extraordinary
At the same time, he looked at Yao Meng and the others who were not
far away.
“I’m afraid these people are not ordinary people,”the old man said in a
low voice.
However, there was no fear in his eyes. Instead, there was a trace of
excitement.
“That’s fine. I’ll kill all of you today!”The old man sneered.
Then, he raised both of his hands and murmured. A strange light emitted

from his body. The light sank into the sea like a silver waterfall. Then,
the entire sea started to move!
“Roar!”
At this moment, a huge demonic beast rose from the sea! The huge body
stirred the entire sea and the boat started to shake violently! “Ah!!”Gong
Tianyu and the rest were so scared that they were shouting with panic.
Qin Yu, who was in seclusion, was also awakened by this movement.



He opened his eyes slightly and frowned slightly.
“What movement?”Qin Yu released his divine sense and quickly covered
the surroundings..

Chapter 1097: Chapter 1,097, Chang Mang unleashed his power!

Translator: Nyoi-Bo Studio Editor: Nyoi-Bo Studio

Qin Yu seemed to have sensed something when he sensed waves of
internal Qi coming from the surface of the sea.
However, he was not too surprised. This road was not peaceful to begin
with. He was even more used to seeing people blocking his way.
“I didn’t expect a martial saint to block my way and Rob Me.”Qin Yu
said in a low voice.
Although he had said so, he had no intention of leaving the house.
With Chang Mang and the others around, even if a martial saint blocked
their way, there was nothing to worry about.
Thus, he once again sat down cross-legged and continued to absorb the
divine sense power in this jar.
At this moment, the outside was in a state of anxiety.
It was unknown what kind of secret technique that old man had used to
summon a huge demonic beast!
This demonic beast looked like a shark, but it was different from a shark.
Its two shark fins had transformed into two huge arms. The fish belly was
sparkling with a crystal-clear light, as if it was plated with a layer of
armor.
That pair of gem-like eyes emitted a cruel and bloodthirsty light. The
fangs
that leaked out from the corner of its mouth were like steel knives.
Looking at this huge demonic beast, Chang Mang could not help but
mutter,
“What is this thing? It’s neither human nor ghost”

The old man standing not far away put his hands behind his back and said



indifferenthly, “This is a black dragon shark, and it’s a martial saint
black
dragon shark”
“Black Dragon Shark? An Advanced Level Earth Rank Demonic

Beast?”Yao
Meng frowned slightly.
A demonic beast of this level was on the same level as little black.
Back then, Qin Yu had spent a lot of effort to deal with little black.
“The underwater world is rarely developed. No one knows how many

unknown
demonic beasts are hidden under the sea,”Kong Yun said coldly from the

side.
Then, he stepped forward as if he wanted to fight alongside Chang Mang
However, Chang Mang rejected his good intentions. He shook his thick
arm
and said coldly, “Go to the side and make a fire. Tonight, well eat the
meat of
this beast.”
Chang Mang, don’t underestimate this Azure Dragon Shark. Demonic
beasts
are stronger than humans of the same level, not to mention that this is an
Earth rank demonic beast,”Yao Meng reminded him.
Chang mang snorted coldly, “I don’t Care What Kind of demonic beast it

is. Ill
tear it apart in a moment!”
The old man in the air couldn’t help but sneer, “Ignorant child, arrogant
and
conceited. Today, I’ll let you know the power of the Azure Dragon

Shark!”
With that, the old man muttered, as if he had given some orders to this
azure
dragon shark
In an instant, the Azure Dragon Shark’s arms shook, rolling up a hundred
thousand feet sea wave!



Yao Meng and the others quickly used their spells to stabilize the ship,
preventing it from capsizing
Gong Tianyu and the others took this opportunity to roll into the room.
They lay on the window, shivering as they looked at the huge demonic
beast
outside in fear.
“What is this thing? How can there be such a monster in the

world..”Gong
Tianyu swallowed his saliva, no longer showing any arrogance.
“Such a big monster, only Ultraman can defeat it..”a weirdo beside him
muttered.

Outside, Chang Mang’s entire body was emitting a blood-red light. His
body
that was like an iron tower appeared extremely tiny in front of the Azure
Dragon Shark.
However, this seemingly tiny body contained a destructive power!
Chang Mang let out an angry roar and rose up from the ground. His body
turned into a blood-red light and charged towards the azure dragon shark!
Chang Mang was borm ina humble family and did not go through any
advanced
studies. He did not have any top-notch spells. What he relied on was his

fierce
physical body and that violent strength!
The blood-red fist arrived in front of the Azure Dragon Shark almost in
an
instant!
“Die for me!”Blue veins bulged on Chang Mang’s arms, like a cage.
The overwhelming power was unparalleled in the world, and the dazzling
red
light exploded on the body of the Azure Dragon Shark!
“Boom!
With this punch, the body of the azure dragon shark suddenly shook
violently,
and then it fell into the sea fiercely, raising huge waves!



Yao Meng and the others couldn’t help but gape, their faces full of
astonishment.
The power of this punch was too terrifying!
This kid… is really a tiger.”Even Kong Yun could not help but sigh.
“The reputation of the holy body is indeed well-deserved,”Yao Meng
said in a
low voice.
Chang Mang’s physical strength alone was probably not weaker than Qin
Yu!
The old man was also slightly surprised. He snorted and said, “He has
some
ability.”
In the next second, the azure dragon shark suddenly exploded from the

bottom
of the sea! Two huge arms fiercely grabbed at Chang Mang!
“F *ck you!”Chang Mang did not use too many moves and raised his
hand to
punch!
His fist that was the size of a casserole was not worth mentioning in front
of
the blue dragon shark’s huge palm.
But it was this tiny fist that directly pushed back the blue dragon shark’s
arm
by a few degrees!
“Die for me!”Chang Mang’s mouth roared repeatedly. His feet stepped
on red
light and once again charged at the Blue Dragon Shark.
Chang Mang actually planned to fight this azure dragon shark in close
combat!
He jumped onto the Azure Dragon Shark’s head, clenched his fist, and
swung.
For a moment, the sounds of banging rang out incessantly, causing
everyone
to cry out in alarm!
No one had expected that Chang Mang was actually so powerful!



After a few punches, the azure dragon shark seemed to have been
enraged.
Its entire body emitted a dazzling light, and sharp spikes appeared on its
body!
The spikes came too fast, and even Chang Mang didn’t have time to react.
His body was instantly pierced through by the spikes, and blood gushed
out!
“F *ck you!l”Chang Mang cursed angrily. He slammed his palm on the

head of
the Azure Dragon Shark, and his body suddenly exploded.
The azure dragon shark seized the opportunity. It opened its bloody
mouth and
swallowed Chang Mang’
“Chang Mangl’Seeing this, Kong Yun and the others faces changed
greatly!
“Hahaha!”From the inside, they couldn’t help but burst into laughter.
“You’re Laughing Your Ass Off!”However, before he could laugh twice,
he heard
Chang Mang’s rude abuse.
Looking Up, he saw Chang Mang’s two ams forcefully open the black

dragon
shark’s mouth!
“HOw is this possible!The old man’s expression couldn’t help but change
when
he saw this!
One had to know that the black dragon shark’s bite force was extremely
strong,
even a huge mountain could be crushed in an instant!
But at this moment, the black dragon shark’s mouth was actually
forcefully
opened by Chang Mang!
This was simply innate godly strength!
Even Yao Meng and the others were dumbstruck!
“So this is the holy body, a talent that can be seen with the naked



eye.”Kong
Yun couldn’t help but sigh.
Before everyone could regain their senses, Chang Mang suddenly threw a

punch at the huge teeth of the azure dragon shark!
“Crack
The teeth that were like steel blades were instantly smashed into pieces
by the
punch!
“TH let you bite me, today I’l break your dog teeth for you!”Chang
Mang
seemed to have gone mad. He hugged the teeth of the azure dragon shark
and
used his arms to forcefully pull out the teeth of the Azure Dragon Shark!

Chapter 1098: Chapter 1,098, a terrifying demonic beast!
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Everyone was stunned by Chang Mang’s ferocity.

“This kid.Zhuang Teng opened his mouth, not knowing whether to
laughor

cry.

Chang Mang threw the Fang into the sea and retreated.

The black dragon shark seemed to have been completely enraged by
Chang

Mang. Its huge body emitted a strange light, and its entire body trembled

non-stop.

“Boom



At this moment, the blue dragon shark suddenly shook, and the entire
surface

of the sea was instantly moved.

The sea water turned into rays of light that covered the sky and earth as
they

spread towards Chang Mang!

Chang Mang was not afraid at all. He clenched his fist and smashed it
over.

However, this was after all sea water. After touching it, the sea water

immediately dispersed, and Chang Mang’s fist instantly penetrated
through it

“Splash

The sea water suddenly covered Chang Mang’s body, and it was like
numerous

chains, causing Chang Mang to be unable to move.

Chang Mang opened his mouth and roared angrily, and a bloody light
erupted

from his entire body, causing the sea water that was bound to his body to
make

a splash, but he was unable to break free!

“Pa

The black dragon shark’s tail shook, and it directly sent Chang Mang
flying



This attack was extremely heavy and powerful. Even Chang Mang’s
body was

sent flying, and cracks appeared on his body!

“Hua

The black dragon shark’s huge body charged towards Chang Mang, and
its two

huge palms slammed fiercely towards Chang Mang!

Under this palm strike, Chang Mang’s body was instantly covered in
bloody

scars!

“YOU MOTHERF * cker!”Chang Mang was instantly enraged. Although
his body

was sticky, the more he fought, the braver he became, and the more
irritable

he became!

“Swoosh!”

The black dragon shark s two tusks expanded and its huge body
approached

Chang Mang. The two tusks were approaching Chang Mang’s body!

Chang Mang struggled with all his might. The seawater kept shaking as if
it

was going to break free at any moment. However, it was too late now!



At this critical moment, a holy light flashed and blocked the black dragon

shark’s tusks!

The one who attacked was Yao Meng. Her soft body floated up and her
hands

shook slightly. The rays of light moved along with her.

“Pa!”

Yao Meng’s palm shook and the light slapped onto the shark’s body,
sending it

flying several meters!

Chang Mang also took this opportunity to completely break free from the

restraints.

“Everyone, attack together and kill this beast. “Kong Yun’s body shook
and a

long spear appeared in his hand.

Zhuang Teng and the others also stood up. The martial saint’s internal Q

instantly erupted and filled the entire surface of the sea.

The old man who was not far away snorted coldly. He put his hands
behind his

back and said indifferently, “Don’t worry, everyone has one.”

After he finished speaking, the old man closed his eyes slightly and
muttered



in a low voice.

In just a moment.

The surface of the sea once again erupted!

One, two, three….

A total of more than ten demonic beasts had erupted from the bottom of
the

sea!

Each demonic beast had already stepped into the martial Saint Stage!

When they saw this scene, everyone’s expressions became somewhat

unsightly.

It was already difficult to deal with just one azure dragon shark, and now,
so

many demonic beasts had appeared!

“Tm afraid everyone will have to do their best,Yao Meng said.

Kong Yun held his long spear in his hand and snorted, “Then let’s have a
great

battle!

“Miss Yao, you stay behind to protect the hull,”Zhuang Teng suddenly
said.

Yao Meng was stunned. She frowned slightly, and a trace of worry
flashed



across her big eyes.

“Don’t worry, we are not to be trifled with. Moreover, if we want to
protect the

hull, we need strong spiritual power to support it. I’m afraid no one other

than

you can complete this mission, “Zhuang Teng said.

Although Yao Meng rarely made a move, everyone seemed to know in

their

hearts that her spiritual force was extremely dense and her strength was

unfathomable.

When Yao Meng saw this, she no longer tried to shirk. She nodded and
said,

“Okay.

A great battle was about to break out at any moment. When several

martial

saints joined hands, it was as if they were going to cause a tsunami. It
was as if

the entire world was shaking at this moment!

Even though Yao Meng had a strong spiritual force, she was still
somewhat

unable to endure a great battle of this level.



Initially, she was able to protect the ship with all her strength. However,
as

time passed, her internal Qi began to suffer as the ship began to shake
more

and more violently.

Layers of perspiration appeared on her pure white forehead as her
delicate

body trembled slightly.

The huge ship was shaking more and more violently as if it was about to

capsize.

“. I can’t hold on much longer..”Yao Meng gritted her teeth and said in a
low

voice.

However, this battle had sunk into a state of anxiety. After all, those
were

demonic beasts at the martial saint stage and there were many of them. It
was

almost impossible to end the battle in a short period of time.

The violent shaking caused Qjn Yu, who was in closed-door cultivation,
to

wake up.

He frowned slightly and said in a low voice, “What happened? Did We



encountera Tsunami?

Qin Yu stood up and looked out of the window.

The scene outside the window could not help but give Qin Yu a big
shock.

“So many demonic beasts? !”Qin Yu was stunned for a moment before
he said

with wild joy, “Damn it, if a martial saint demonic beast could obtain its
inner

core, wouldn’t it be a Fortune?

Thinking of this, Qin Yu hurriedly put away the jar and rushed to the
deck

It was also at this moment that Yao Meng could not hold on any longer.

Even if she tried her best to protect the ship, her spiritual power was
already

depleted. She could only shake and almost fell to the ground

The waves whistled and the ship immediately flipped backwards!

At this time, a golden light flashed and enveloped the entire ship,
stabilizing

the body of the ship that was about to flip over.

Chapter 1099: Chapter 1,099, I want the Demon Beast’s

inner core
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Turning around, he saw Qin Yu standing beside Yao Meng.

His eyes were staring straight at the Ten-odd Demon Beasts. His eyes
were

emitting a greedy light.

oin Yu? You’re finally out. “Yao Meng couldn’t help but smile bitterly.

Qin Yu scratched his head and said, “T’m sorry. I didn’t expect the
situation to

be so anxious.”

Yao Meng rolled her eyes at Qjn Yu and said, “Til leave the task of
protecting

the ship to you.”

Qin Yu smiled and said, “Don’t worry.”

After saying that, Qjn Yu protected the ship with one hand. Then, his
body rose

up from the ground. Golden Rays shot in all directions and scattered on
the

surface of the sea like the rising sun.

“Black Dragon Shark? This is an Earth Rank Demon Beast,”Qjn Yu said
in a low

voice.



At this moment, Chang Mang was swinging his fist at the Black Dragon
Shark’s

head. The black dragon shark’s huge head was covered in blood.

Qin Yu’s body shook slightly, and his body rose into the air once again.

He put his palms together, and golden palms instantly spread out from his

body.

This was the heaven rank technique of the martial arts association of
Jingdu,

the Thousand Hands of Buddha!

Countless golden palms came from all directions, and wherever they
touched,

blood and flesh flew everywhere!

The Demon Beast that was already injured was instantly smashed into
meat

paste by the thousand hands of the Gods and Buddhas!

With the addition of Qin Yu, the situation was instantly reversed.

He clenched his Golden Fist and arrived with a loud bang.

The power that could crush dry weeds and crush rotten wood was
unleashed to

an unparalleled level. With a “Bang”, it directly shattered the head of a
Demon



Beast!

Kong Yun’s arm shook, and his long spear pierced through the head of
the

Demon Beast Like a dragon.

Chu Hedao pressed his palms together, and an intense qi energy burst
out,

shattering the Demonic Beast’s body.

Zhuang Teng held the divine sword in his hand and rose up from the
ground,

chopping the demonic beast into two.

The huge demonic beasts fell one after another. Qin Yu, who was at his
peak,

could be said to be invincible, almost unimpeded.

In a short span of ten minutes, these demonic beasts had already
collapsed on

the surface of the sea, their internal Qi dispirited.

Everyone’s body was stained with blood, but their internal Qj and blood
did not

seem to be dispirited. They were full of fighting spirit!

The old man’s expression could not help but change drastically. Seeing
that



things were not looking good, he turned around and planned to leave.

But at this time, the space in front of him was directly sealed. No matter
how

hard he tried, he could not break fre!

Qin Yu stepped on the surface of the sea and walked over.

His palm shone and the space restriction was lifted.

The old man still wanted to resist, but half of his body was shattered by
Qn

Yu’s palm

The old man was extremely terrified. He had been running amok here for
many

years, but he didn’t expect to be overturned this time!

“Don’t move. Qjn Yu looked at the old man coldly and picked him up

like a

chicken.

I have eyes but don’t know the real person. Please spare my life!”The old
man

said with a trembling voice.

Qin Yu didn’t pay attention to his begging words. Instead, he glanced at
the sea

and said, “Did you summon all these demonic beasts?



The old man was stunned, then he nodded in horror.

Qin Yu nodded. He carried the old man all the way to the boat.

“Keep an eye on him,”Qjn Yu said.

Chang Mang clenched his fist and said, “Don’t worry!

After he had finished speaking, Qjn Yu stepped forward and arrived in
front of

these demonic beasts.

He used the bronze sword to cut open the bodies of these demonic beasts
and

took out the inner core.

It had to be said that the inner core of this martial saint demonic beast
was

indeed extraordinary. Not only was it bigger than an ordinary inner core,
but

the spiritual qi emitted from it was also extremely pure.

TSK TSK, what an unexpected gain. “Qjn Yu was faintly excited.

He took out the inner core of these demonic beasts and returned to the
boat.

“These inner core are holy items for cultivation. Let’s split them. Qjn Yu

distributed the inner core to everyone.

After one round, almost everyone would get two.



Then, Qin Yu walked to the front of the old man.

“Tll ask youa few questions. Youd better answer truthfully”Qjn Yu
squatted in

front of him and said.

The old man nodded repeatedly and said, “Don’t worry, I will definitely
tell you

everything I know!

Qin Yu pointed at the bodies of those demonic beasts and said, “These
demonic

beasts have already stepped into the martial saint realm. Why haven’t

they

transformed into human form? They haven’t even formed a complete

divine

sense?

The old man quickly said, “1 don’t know either. These beasts were all
born at

the bottom of the sea. Perhaps… Their IQ is low?

Qin Yu didn’t care much about this. He continued to ask, “What method

did you

use to summon these Demon Beasts?

“This… This is the secret technique of our family,”the old man
stammered.



“Secret technique?”Qjn Yu raised his eyebrows.

He Teng seemed to know this kind of technique too.

Teach me this secret technique, Qin Yu said indifferently.

The old man said with slight embarrassment, “This technique can not be

taught because of the restriction of the bloodline. Only those who have
the

bloodline of our family can learn this technique.”

Hearing this, Qin Yu immediately frowned.

What the F* ck are you talking about! Are you trying to deceive
us?Chang

Mang walked forward and slapped his face.

The old man covered his face and said with an aggrieved expression,
This is

true.I swear that I absolutely did not lie to you!”

Qin Yu could not help but frown slightly.

It seemed that he could not kill him for the time being.

Old Man, I need you to help me with something,said Qin Yu.

The old man hurriedly nodded and said, “Don’t say just one favor. I can
do ten

favors!



Qin Yu nodded slightly and said, “I need you to help me gather demonic
beasts.

The more the better. The stronger the better.”

Chapter 1100: Chapter 1,100, Ancient Almighty
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When the old man heard this, he was nmomentarily stunned.

Ordinary people would avoid demonic beasts, but this Qin Yu actually
wanted

him to summon demonic beasts? And the more the better?

Zhuang Teng, who was at the side, also didn’t quite understand.

He walked forward and reminded, “Qin Yu, it wasn’t easy for us to get
rid of

these demonic beasts. If we were to do it again, I’m afraid we won’t be

able to

hold on.”

Qin Yu smiled faintly and said, “Of course not now.”

The old man beside him was confused when he heard this. However, he

understood in his heart that his life was temporarily saved.

“When we reach the Cloud Dragon Island, I will set up a formation. At
that



time, it will not be so difficult to encircle and annihilate the demonic

beasts,”Qin Yu said.

If they could obtain their inner core, this trip would be considered a great

harvest. It would not be too difficult for them to step into the middle

stage of

the martial saint realm.

Cloud Dragon Island?’ You guys are going to the Cloud Dragon
Island?”A trace

of fear flashed across the old man’s face when he heard these words.

“Why, do you know about the Cloud Dragon Island”Qin Yu asked.

The old man swallowed his saliva and said with a trembling voice, “I
heard that

the Cloud Dragon Island is filled with danger and there is no return. I
don’t

know how many martial saints have died there…”

The old man paused for a moment when he said this and said
mysteriously, “I

heard that there is an ancient mighty figure sleeping on this Cloud
Dragon

Island. Once someone disturbs it, he will definitely be killed!”

“Ancient Mighty Figure”Yao Meng and the others were surprised.



Qin Yu narrowed his eyes and looked at the old man coldly. “Is what you
said

true?”

“These are all legends. I don’t know whether they are true or not…”the

old man

said with an embarrassed smile.

“But what I can be sure of is that there are extremely fierce demon beasts

guarding this island.”

“Extremely ferocious demonic beasts? How ferocious are they? How are

they

compared to the Azure Dragon Shark?”Chang Mang walked forward and
asked.

The old man shook his head and said, “Compared to the demonic beasts
on the

Cloud Dragon Island, the azure dragon shark can only be reduced to a

belly-wrapped object.”

Hearing this, everyone couldn’t help but gasp.

The azure dragon shark’s strength wasn’t weak. Even Chang Mang and
the

others had to expend nine oxen and two Tigers’strength to kill it.

They didn’t expect that a demon beast of this level could only be reduced
to a



belly.

“It is said that the strongest demon beast on Cloud Dragon Island is
called

Cloud Dragon. It is also the True Guardian Demon Beast on the
island,”the old

man continued.

“Besides Cloud Dragon, there are also a large number of top-tier demon
beasts.

I advise you not to go to Cloud Dragon Island.”

The few people present couldn’t help but look at each other.

Qin Yu saw their worries and said, “If any of you are afraid, you can take
a boat

and leave after you arrive at the Cloud Dragon Island.”

The scene was silent and no one spoke.

“Damn it, why should we be afraid? Our heads are like a bowl with a big
scar.

What’s there to be afraid of?”Chang Mang said.

“T’m not leaving either.”Chu Hedao followed closely behind.

“Brother Chang Mang is right. We are already here. There’s nothing to
be afraid

of.”Xiao Yuan also said.



Seeing this, the others also expressed their stance and didn’t plan to
leave.

Qin Yu nodded slightly and said, “Alright then.We’ll make another plan

when we arrive at Cloud Dragon Island.”

“How should we deal with this old man?”Chang Mang asked.

Qin Yu glanced at him, then raised his finger, and a divine light entered
his

divine sense.

“I’ve planted a mark in your divine sense. You’d better not plan to
escape, or

else your body and soul will be destroyed, “Qin Yu warned.

A trace of fear flashed across the old man’s face. He said in a trembling
voice,

“I… I don’t want to go to Cloud Dragon Island. It’s a place with a slim
chance of

survival. I.”

“If you dare to talk nonsense again, I’ll kill you right now,”said Qin Yu

coldly.

Seeing this, the old man had no choice but to give up and agree.

After that, Qin Yu ordered people to lock the old man in the basement.

The storm was finally over, and the ship continued to set off towards
Cloud



Dragon Island.

Everyone gathered on the deck and discussed the trip to Cloud Dragon
Island.

“I don’t know if what that old man said is true or false. An ancient
mighty

figure? I don’t think it’s possible, “said Zhuang Teng.

“There’s nothing impossible about it.”Qin Yu shook his head.

“Earth has existed for so many years, so it’s not strange for it to have a
mighty

figure.”

“What’s more… that old man also said that it’s a sealed almighty realm.
This

means that that almigłhty realm has been sealed for many years and is
only

waiting for the opening of the Holy Region.”

All of this happened to coincide with what Yao Meng said.

Qin Yu is right. It’s not strange for it to be an Almighty Realm.”Yao
Meng said.

“There’s always someone better than us.”Chu Heng could not help but
sigh.

They had just entered the martial saint stage. Initially, they thought that
they



would be invincible in the world. However, they did not expect that there
was

still a mighty figure in this world.

Most of the time, if one did not reach that stage, one would never be able
to see

that world.

The difference in stages divided the different worlds.

People who were born in the clouds would see a different world than
those who

grew up in the soil.

If one had not become a martial saint, they might never have come into

contact with the Almighty Realm.

Just like Gong Tianyu, he stubbornly believed that what he saw was the

truth of

the world, but he did not know that it was only the tip of the iceberg.

The ship continued to move forward. At this rate, they would only need
two

days to reach the Cloud Dragon Island.

Just as Qin Yu and the others were about to return to their rooms, Gong
Tianyu

walked over with an embarrassed smile.



“I apologize for my ignorance earlier..”Gong Tianyu said with an
embarrassed

smile.

“I didn’t expect that you guys are really experts.”

“Alright, if you have anything to say, quickly say it. Don’t waste our

time.”Chang Mang was a little impatient.

Gong Tianyu hurriedly waved his hand and said, “It’s fine, it’s fine. I
just want

to make friends with all of you.”

“Ive already prepared rooms for all of you. It’s really inappropriate to let
all of

you stay in the basement earlier.”

Qin Yu was too lazy to argue with such a small figure. He nodded
slightly and

followed Gong Tianyu into the room.

This time, Gong Tianyu gave the best room to Qin Yu and the others.

After returning to the room, Qin Yu took out the inner core that he had
just

obtained.

These two inner core were the size of a fist, and they were emitting a
faint



light..

Chapter 1101, Xiao Yuan and the immortal slaying sect

“The inner core of a demonic beast at the martial saint stage is indeed
extraordinary.”Qin Yu stared at the two inner cores and said in a low
voice.

However, for some unknown reason, Qin Yu felt a faint sense of guilt.

Perhaps it was because of his relationship with the immortal crane that
Qin Yu felt a faint sense of sympathy towards the demonic beasts.

“This demonic beast hasn’t even taken human form and hasn’t even
formed a complete divine sense. It should be different from the immortal

crane and the others.”Qin Yu comforted himself in his heart.
Then, he stopped thinking and began to absorb the two demonic beast’s
inner core.

‘The inner core hung above Qin Yu’s head, and strands of Qi hung
down.

The Spiritual Qi contained in the inner core was extremely pure. Perhaps
it was because it was born at the bottom of the sea and had not been
contaminated, resulting in the spiritual Qi far surpassing that of the
Demonic Beast’s inner core on the continent.
Although the spiritual Qi in the inner core was extremely pure, it also had
a disadvantage, which was that the speed of absorption was extremely
slow.

Qin Yu spent an entire afternoon before he absorbed even half of it.



“This won’t do.”Qin Yu couldn’t help but frown.

Seeing that the holy region was about to open, the higher-ups of the first
mystic realm could come at any time.

For Qin Yu, he had to improve his strength as soon as possible.

Looking at the two demonic Beast’s inner core in front of him, Qin Yu
fell into silence.

After thinking for a moment, he put away the two inner core of the
demonic beasts.

“Raising my realm now might not be the best way,”Qin Yu thought to
himself.

Other than increasing his cultivation, there were many other ways to
increase his strength.

For example, cultivation techniques, and the physical body.

Qin Yu’s physical body was said to be unparalleled in the world. With

the addition of the saintly body technique, almost no one in the world
could compare to it.
However, the saintly body technique was not a high-level technique.
With the increase in Qin Yu’s strength, the effect of the saintly body
technique was also negligible.
Even the vajra saintly body technique that he obtained from the martial
arts association in Jingdu was not worth mentioning to Qin Yu.

“Body tempering should be the best method,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

However, the requirements for body tempering were too harsh. One
needed at least the fire of extreme yang. It was almost impossible to find



the fire of extreme yang.
Ican only place my hopes on the inheritance left by my father, Qin Yu
thought to himself.

He closed his eyes slightly and looked for a spell that could improve his
body.

After an entire night, Qin Yu finally found a spell that was quite
compatible with it.

This spell was called the azure wood true body. It was a heaven-rank
spell that had an extremely strong improvement on the body. It was a
divine rank spell.

‘The green wood true body was divided into ten small realms. Every
increase in level would bring about a huge increase.

Other than the green wood true body, there was another technique that
could solve the urgent situation.

That was the battle word formula that Jiang he had taught him.

The battle word formula was also divided into ten small realms. The
effects of each realm were completely different.

For example, Qin Yu was only at the beginning of the battle word
formula. Once he used it, his strength could almost double.

On the other hand, Jiang he’s ‘fighting’formula was even more brilliant.
With the help of the ‘fighting’formula, his strength could even increase
by dozens of times!
‘Lwonder what stage senior Jiang he’s ‘fighting’formula is at,’Qin Yu
thought to himself.



Under normal circumstances, the strength of a mighty figure was at least
hundreds of times that of an ordinary martial saint. The gap between the
two was huge.
However, as a chaotic body, Qin Yu had the ability to fight against those
of a higher level. If he used the ‘fighting’formula, it was not impossible
for him to fight.
“If I can’t find a way to improve rapidly on cloud dragon island, then I
can only place my hopes on the ‘fighting’formula and the ‘Green Wood
True Body’.”

Qin Yu slowly stood up. He looked out of the window at the boundless

sea with a heavy heart.

The ship was still slowly walking on the sea surface.

According to the captain’s calculation, it would take five days to reach
Cloud Dragon Island.

Four days had passed, and they were getting closer and closer to Cloud
Dragon Island.

“At most, we will arrive at Cloud Dragon Island in a day’s journey,”Qin
Yu thought to himself.

He no longer hid in his room. Instead, he stood up and walked to the
deck, looking into the distance.

“Mr. Qin.”

At this moment, Chu Hedao walked over from the side.

Qin Yu turned around and looked at Chu Hedao. He cupped his hands
and said, “Brother Chu.”



Chu hedao said, “Mr. Qin, there’s something I don’t know if I should tell

you.”

Qin Yu was slightly surprised. He nodded and said, “Feel free to tell
me.”

Chu Hedao looked around. Then, he extended his palm and sealed the

space between the two of them.

Qin Yu couldn’t help but be a little surprised.

After Chu Hedao sealed the space, the sound of the raging waves
disappeared without a trace. Almost nothing could be heard.

“What a brilliant spatial technique,”Qin Yu said in surprise.

Chu Hedao didn’t respond to his internal QI. Instead, he said with a
heavy heart, “Do you feel that there is a strange aura on Xiao Yuan’s

body? This kind of Aura doesn’t seem to come from the current era.”
Qin Yu was even more surprised.

In fact, he had already noticed that there was something strange about
Xiao Yuan, but he didn’t know where it came from.

“You mean… he was possessed?”Qin Yu asked in puzzlement.

“No.”Chu Hedao shook his head.

“Based on my understanding of Xiao Yuan, he would rather die than be
possessed. According to my guess, he should have obtained some kind of
inheritance.”
“Inheritance?”Qin Yu frowned slightly.



What exactly did this inheritance refer to?

Qin Yu also obtained his father’s inheritance, but this didn’t seem to be

anything surprising.

Chu hedao said, “His inheritance is somewhat similar to the immortal
slaying sect.”

Upon hearing this, Qin Yu’s expression instantly changed.

“Immortal slaying sect? Isn’t that the sect where the Heavenly Blood

Rainbow Is?”Qin Yu exclaimed.

Chu hedao coldly said, “I have a feeling that the heavenly blood rainbow
might just be a puppet.”

“You mean… Xiao Yuan is the real instigator? !”Upon hearing this, Qin
Yu turned pale with fright!

Chapter 1102, facing off against an acquaintance
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Chu hedao nodded and said, “I’ve investigated the Immortal Massacre
sect before. There are many Daoist halls in this world.”

“Although these Daoist halls have already collapsed, there are still some
traces of internal Qi.”

“These internal Qi are extremely similar to Xiao Yuan’s.”

Qin Yu’s expression didn’t look too good.



Although the Immortal Massacre Sect was the number one sect back then,
they were definitely not good people.

They had absorbed a large number of warriors’divine sense and turned it
into their own power. This kind of behavior was something that could be
punished.
“If he really obtained the immortal slaying sect’s inheritance, then we
really have to be careful of him,”Qin Yu said in a deep voice.

Chu hedao nodded and said, “Although the Sky Blood Rainbow claims to

be the immortal slaying sect’s successor, the number of inheritances he
obtained is extremely small.”
“Regarding the secret techniques of the immortal slaying sect, he only
has the one that absorbs the divine sense of warriors, as well as the bones
of dozens of mighty figures.”
“Apart from that, have you seen him use any other secret techniques?”

Qin Yu shook his head.

Just as Chu Hedao said, he had indeed never used any secret techniques
of the immortal slaying sect.

“Of course, all of this is just my guess,”Chu Hedao said.

“Xiao Yuan hasn’t done anything out of the ordinary. We can’t do

anything to him. We just have to be careful of him.”

Qin Yu nodded and said, “I understand, brother Chu. Thank you.”

Chu Hedao said in a low voice, “Mr. Qin, please keep it a secret and
don’t let anyone else know.”

“Don’t worry.”Qin Yu nodded.



Chu Hedao extended his palm and the space secret technique followed.

He didn’t stay any longer and turned to leave.

Looking at Chu Hedao’s back, Qin Yu couldn’t help but stroke his chin.

This Chu Hedao wasn’t simple either.

Although he kept a low profile, he was extremely talented. Thinking
back to the first time he met him, his strength wasn’t even worth
mentioning. Now, he had already far surpassed his older brother, Chu
Heng.
‘The next day.

Everyone gathered on the deck.

In the distance, the outline of an island was faintly discernible.

This island was wrapped in thick fog, making it look like a fairyland.

“That should be Cloud Dragon Island,”Qin Yu said.

“That’s right. It doesn’t look dangerous,”Chang Mang muttered.

“The real danger zones are often well hidden,”Yao Meng said.

The ship sailed toward Cloud Dragon Island, getting closer and closer.

‘When there were only a few hundred meters left, Qin Yu found the
captain and said, “Your Ship will stop here. We will set off for home in

three days.”

At this time, Gong Tianyu ran over.



He smiled embarrassedly and said, “Mr. Qin, Can I come with you?”

“No.”Qin Yu refused without thinking.

Gong Tianyu said hurriedly, “I promise I won’t give you any trouble.
I…”

“I Said No.”Qin Yu interrupted Gong Tianyu.

Zhuang Teng walked over and said with a smile, “Young Master Gong,
this Cloud Dragon Island is not a place for pleasure. Danger is
everywhere. Even we can’t guarantee our own safety. Let’s go back
quickly.”
Gong Tianyu could only give up when he saw this.

The boat turned around and left. Qin Yu and the others stepped on the
water surface and rushed toward the Cloud Dragon Island.

More than ten people successfully landed on the Cloud Dragon Island.

This island was not as dangerous as they had imagined. On the contrary,
the island was full of flowers and green grass. It looked like a paradise.

“Are those flowers the strange flowers?”Qin Yu frowned and asked.

Yao Meng smiled and said, “If the strange flowers could be found so
easily, this cloud dragon island would have been emptied long ago.”

Qin Yu nodded and released his divine sense, covering almost the entire
Cloud Dragon Island.

However, what surprised Qin Yu was that there seemed to be nothing

strange about this Cloud Dragon Island. He could not even feel the
slightest flow of internal Qi.



“That’s strange. Could it be that those rumors are false?”Qin Yu frowned
and said.

“It’s better to be careful,”Yao Meng said.

The group of people carefully walked towards the Cloud Dragon Island.
After a few steps, the sound of cracking could be heard from under

Zhuang Teng’s feet.
‘When they looked down, they saw that a piece of skull had been crushed

by him.

“It’s a skeleton.”Qin Yu frowned slightly.

‘There were many skeletons nearby, and each of them was almost

weathered. This was enough to prove that these bones had been on the
island for many years.
“These bones seem to be the remains of a martial saint,”Kong Yun said in
a deep voice.

As he spoke, the surrounding fog seemed to have become much thicker.

This fog had almost blocked everyone’s line of sight. Their visibility was
less than five meters.

‘The sudden appearance of the fog made everyone feel uneasy.

“Everyone, be careful. Don’t get separated,”Qin Yu said in a deep voice.

“Okay,”someone replied.

Qin Yu walked at the front, walking forward carefully.

His body was emitting golden light, and his mind was tense. He was
afraid that something bad would happen to him.



“Whoosh!”

At this moment, an arrow-like light shot toward Qin Yu. Its speed was
extremely fast. Even though Qin Yu was tense, he was still scratched by
this light!
‘What shocked Qin Yu was that this ray of light actually directly grazed
Qin Yu’s body.

Atrace of fresh blood flowed down his chest.

“Drip!”

The fresh blood fell to the ground and quickly disappeared. After that, a
series of shaking sounds came from the surroundings. In a short moment,
several figures appeared in front of Qin Yu!
“Be careful!”Qin Yu hurriedly shouted!

However, what surprised Qin Yu was that no one responded to him!

He turned around and found that there was no one behind him!

“What… What’s going on?”Qin Yu’s face couldn’t help but change.

They were clearly beside him just now. How did they suddenly

disappear?

The fog was filled with a murderous aura and the smell of blood. Those
figures slowly appeared and walked toward Qin Yu.

With a closer look, they realized that these figures were Chang Mang,
Yao Meng, and the others!

“Why did you guys suddenly run over there?”Qin Yu frowned and
asked.



However, no one responded to him.. Their faces were ice-cold as they
walked towards Qin Yu Step by step!

Chapter 1104, the strange flower

Translator: Nyoi-Bo Studio Editor:Nyoi-Bo Studio

After Xiao Yuan disappeared, the world in front of him slowly returned

to peace.

Qin Yu looked at the wounds on his body and frowned. “The wounds are
real. This means that what happened just now was not an illusion.”
This made Qin Yu a little worried.

‘What If Chang Mang and the others could not hold on?

The strength of these people shouldn’t be as strong as the internal Qi,
Qin Yu thought to himself.

He stood there quietly and waited for a moment.

Ten minutes later, Qin Yu finally felt an internal Qi.

This internal Qi was Chang Mang. The moment he saw Qin Yu, he
clenched his fist and rushed forward without a word.

Qin Yu didn’t dare to be negligent. He quickly clenched his fist and
shouted, “Chang Mang! I’m Qin Yu! Everything just now was fake!”
Chang Mang only regained his senses after hearing Qin Yu’s words.

He hurriedly walked forward and said, “I thought that fake you had not
disappeared yet.”



Qin Yu glanced at Chang Mang and realized that his body was also
covered in blood marks.

It was very obvious that he had also fallen into a battle of anxiety.

Not long after, Yao Meng and the others slowly appeared.

Their bodies were all stained with different wounds. Zhuang Teng’s
internal Qi was even weaker.

“He almost died. How terrifying…”Zhuang Teng said, panting heavily.

Qin Yu deliberately glanced at Xiao Yuan. He found that although Xiao

Yuan was injured, his internal Qi was not weakened at all.
“This Xiao Yuan is really not simple,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

“What about the old man?”Kong Yun asked at this moment.

Qin Yu hurriedly looked around and found that the old man had
disappeared without a trace.

“Obviously, he’s already dead,”Chu Hedao said.

“With his strength, it’s impossible for him to withstand it.”

Qin Yu couldn’t help but sigh and said, “What a pity.”

Besides the old man, there were two other people who died in this battle.

“What secret technique is this? I’ve never heard of it,”Chang Mang said
in a deep voice.

“I don’t know. There are many secret techniques in this world that we
have never seen before,”Qin Yu said.



Then, Qin Yu looked at everyone and said, “Everyone, be careful. Don’t
get separated.”

Everyone nodded. Their expressions were tense. Compared to just now,
they were clearly much more nervous.

They continued to move forward for a few kilometers. The Fog in front
of them began to slowly dissipate.

The world of the Cloud Dragon Island appeared in front of everyone.

There was a large field of flowers in front of them. Inside the field of
flowers were incomparably bright flowers.

If one smelled carefully, they would be able to smell a faint fragrance. If
one released their divine sense, they would be able to sense the
mysterious aura emitted by the flowers. This was the internal Qi of the
flower.
“This… is the strange flower?”Qin Yu exclaimed.

“It should be right.”Yao Meng nodded.

“T’ve seen pictures of the strange flower before. It’s no different from
the flower in front of me.”

“It’s that simple? I thought it was that difficult,”Kong Yun couldn’t help
but say.

Then, he moved closer to the flower field.

Qin Yu reached out to stop Kong Yun and shook his head. “I’m afraid

it’s not that simple.”



Kong yun smiled and said, “Qin Yu, aren’t you being too cautious?
What danger is there in front of you?”

Qin Yu pointed at the ground with his chin and said, “Look at what this
is.”

He looked down and saw dried bones on the ground.

This was enough to prove that someone had come here and died here.

Kong Yun’s expression changed slightly. He took a step back and said
with a frown, “Bones, looks like someone died here.”

“Don’t forget what that old man said. There are demonic beasts here. The
most terrifying one is the cloud dragon,”Qin Yu said coldly.
“Rumble…”

Before he finished his sentence, the entire Cloud Dragon Island suddenly
shook violently!

A stream of light streaked across the horizon and took shape in front of
Qin Yu and the others.

Aman with a strange appearance appeared in front of everyone.

This man had dragon horns on his head and was dressed in white. He
looked mysterious and unfathomable.

“No one is allowed to enter the Cloud Dragon Island. It’s not too late to
leave now,”the man said coldly.

“Who are you?”Chang Mang asked with a puzzled look.



Before the man could speak, Qin Yu guessed, “You must be that
Demonic Beast Cloud Dragon, right?”

‘The man glanced at Qin Yu and said indifferently, “That’s right. Leave
Now, and I won’t kill you.”

“What big words!”Kong Yun shook the long spear in his hand, looking
like he was ready to fight.

Qin Yu smiled and said, “Rumor has it that there is a sleeping ancient
mighty figure on Cloud Dragon Island. If I’m not wrong, you should be
the pet of that ancient mighty figure?”
Yun long frowned slightly and said coldly, “It has nothing to do with you.
Leave now, or don’t blame me for being rude!”

Qin Yu ignored his words and continued, “This strange flower in front of
him is also used to let him recover his strength, right?”

Yun Long’s expression became a little unnatural.

He narrowed his eyes and sized up Qin Yu. “You know too much.”

Qin Yu smiled and said, “Normally speaking, we shouldn’t have come to
Cloud Dragon Island. After all, this is considered robbery and immoral.”
Yun long snorted and said, “Since you know, then leave quickly.”

Qin Yu shook his head and said, “I’m really sorry. The world of
cultivators is cruel. It’s even more common to kill people and steal
goods.”

“We came all the way here.We can’t go back empty-handed. How about

this? You give us each one of the strange flowers and we’ll leave.. How
about it?”



Chapter 1105

Chapter 1105, facing an ancient mighty figure

Yun Long’s expression was extremely cold. He took a step forward, and
his internal Qi instantly erupted.

This internal Qi was like a landmine exploding in front of everyone,
causing them to take a few steps back.

Just the residual power alone made people feel a trace of fear.

“Do you think that’s possible? Scram immediately!”Yun long shouted.

Qin Yu stood there without moving. He looked at Yun long in front of
him and said, “I don’t want to be your enemy, and I don’t want to take
your strange flower by force. However, if you don’t do it for yourself,
Heaven and Earth will destroy you. Today, I must take the strange flower
with me.”
It took him five whole days to reach the island. For Qin Yu, he couldn’t
afford to waste any time.

There was only one month left. If he couldn’t improve his cultivation
base, he would die at the hands of the higher-ups.

Therefore, no matter what the reason was, Qin Yu would never give up
on this strange flower.

“Then there’s no need to talk nonsense. Let’s talk after I kill you.”Yun
long stepped forward.



Qin Yu’s internal Qi was also rolling rapidly. Golden light shone in all
directions, illuminating more than half of the Cloud Dragon Island.

A great battle was about to break out. The cultivation of this cloud
dragon was unfathomable. Even Qin Yu could not see through it.

Yao Meng and the others also quickly moved forward, getting ready to
fight.

“Buzz!”

At this moment, a snow-white internal Qi was emitted from the body of

the Cloud Dragon. The internal Qi swirled in his hand, as if he had
plucked auspicious clouds from the sky.
In the next second, the body of the cloud dragon slowly disappeared
without a trace!

Qin Yu frowned slightly. Just as he was about to speak, he felt that
something strange was coming from his back!

“Bang!”

Ahand suddenly appeared from the void behind Qin Yu! The palm was

like a Dragon Claw, fiercely clawing at Qin Yu’s Back!

This extremely sharp finger broke through Qin Yu’s defense in one go,
and several bloody marks instantly appeared on his body!

Qin Yu hurriedly turned around, but discovered that there was nothing
behind him!

“Not good, this person has extremely deep control over spatial
spells!”Yao Meng exclaimed in shock.



Qin Yu’s expression could not help but change.

To have such control over spatial spells was truly shocking.

Qin Yu hurriedly released his divine sense, attempting to find the figure
of the cloud dragon.

However, he was surprised to discover that his divine sense was
completely unable to discover the Cloud Dragon!

Hidden in the void, it was as if the connection had been severed. Divine
sense could not penetrate the void to see through his true body!

“Boom!”

At this moment, Yun Long struck out from the void. The massive qi
energy directly pushed everyone back!

As the Guardian Demonic Beast of the Cloud Dragon Island, his strength
did not need to be said. The power of his palm was even more shocking!

Under this palm strike, not only Qin Yu, Chang Mang and the others
were also forced back!

Other than Chang Mang and Qin Yu, the others were all severely injured.
Even their internal organs were impacted.

“F*ck!”

Kong Yun could not help but be furious. He took out his long spear and
stabbed into the void.

A powerful internal Qi surged, causing a hurricane to blow across the

entire Cloud Dragon Island. However, the long spear could not hurt the



cloud dragon at all!
“Boom!”

‘The cloud dragon extended two large hands from the void, activating the
radiance as it ruthlessly crushed down!

“Go to hell!”

Chang Mang roared furiously as he clenched his fist to receive the attack.
A blood-red radiance erupted, causing the entire flower field to tremble!

Qin Yu’s eyes narrowed. He seized this opportunity to smash his fist into
the Void!

Although Yun long quickly withdrew his palm, he was still injured under
the cooperation of the two of them. Bloody Marks appeared on his palm.

His body shrank back into the empty space again, and there was no
movement for a long time.

“Come out and fight if you have the ability. What kind of ability is

hiding!”Chang Mang shouted.

Qin Yu didn’t say a word. While everyone was panicking, he and Yao
Meng unconsciously looked at each other.

Their gazes met, and it seemed as if they had the same thought.

Yun Long’s strength was definitely not limited to this. Although his palm
strikes were full of strength, they didn’t have any fatal ability.

As the Guardian Beast of the Cloud Dragon Island, his strength was
naturally self-evident. This was enough to prove that he had been holding
back.



‘The reason why he held back was naturally not because of Qin Yu and
the others’personal charm. There was only one possibility, and that was
that he was afraid of destroying this flower field!
Thinking up to this point, Qin Yu and Yao Meng exploded at the same
time. Both of their palms faintly emitted an extremely destructive power.

“Since we can’t take this strange flower away, then we might as well
destroy it!”Qin Yu said coldly.

‘That power condensed in his palms, and the two of them exploded at the

same time. The Divine Rainbow and golden light fused together and

headed straight for the flower field!
“You’re courting death!”

Yun Long’s voice immediately spread out from the void. His body sped
through the void and quickly stood on the flower field. He raised his two
injured palms and faced this power!
“Boom!”

Yun long used his internal Qi to protect the flower field while he attacked
the joint attack of the two of them. This immediately caused his strength
to be greatly reduced.
“Bang!”

‘The moment the palms collided, it was immediately scarlet red. His two
palms seemed to have exploded into bloody flowers. It was a tragic sight!

Qin Yu and Yao Meng looked at each other and sneered, “It worked.”

After saying that, Qin Yu looked at Chang Mang and the others and
shouted, “Yao Meng and I will hold Yun long back. You guys go and
pick the strange flowers!”



“Okay!”Chang Mang and the others also reacted and rushed towards the
flower field.

“You’re courting death!”Yun Long’s furious voice rang out from the

void. In the next second, his physical body appeared in front of everyone.

Qin Yu coldly said, “You haven’t stepped into the Almighty Realm, so
you’re definitely not a match for the two of us.”

Yao Meng’s strength was unfathomable. Even Qin Yu didn’t dare to

guarantee a 100% victory over her.

As for Qin Yu, he had the strength to challenge an Almighty. The two of
them working together was unimaginable!

Yun Long’s entire body emitted an extremely cold aura. He looked
coldly at the two of them and said, “Then let’s give it a try!”

Just as the two sides were about to erupt into a great battle, a leisurely
voice was transmitted from a valley deep within the flower fields.

“Stop.”That voice was rolling like thunder, extremely old.

Hearing this voice, a trace of respect flashed across Yun Long’s face.

He hurriedly tumed around and cupped his hands. “Master.”

Qin Yu and Yao Meng frowned.

“It’s the voice of that Almighty,”Qin Yu said in a low voice..

Chapter 1106:



Chapter 1,106, cooperation with a higher-being

That voice was extremely majestic, and its ancient internal Qi was even
more astonishing.

Everyone stopped at this moment and quietly looked in that direction.

“Senior, we didn’t mean to offend you.”Yao Meng took the lead and
cupped her hands.

She wanted to say something else, but was interrupted by that
higher-being.

“Alright, there’s no need to say anything else. The holy region is about to
open. I don’t want any accidents to happen at this time,”the higher-being
said.
Everyone remained silent, waiting for him to continue.

The almighty expert continued, “Each of you will pick three strange
flowers. You can leave now.”

Hearing this, Qin Yu immediately felt secretly delighted.

Although Yun Long would definitely lose if they really fought, offending
an almighty expert at this juncture wasn’t a wise move.

Thus, Qin Yu cupped his hands and said, “Many thanks for Senior’s
help.”

“Master, how can we give this strange flower to them!”Yun long
immediately felt somewhat anxious.



“Alright, there’s no need to say anymore. Just do as I say,”said the
mighty figure.

Yun long gritted his teeth. He looked at Qin Yu and the others with an
indignant expression and said, “Consider yourselves Lucky!”
“Perhaps you are the lucky one,”Qin Yu replied with a smile.

Yun long snorted coldly and didn’t say anything more. He immediately
retreated to the side.

Qin Yu didn’t waste any more time. He quickly walked forward and
prepared to pick the exotic flowers.

The exotic flowers all looked the same, and the internal Qi flowing on
them was extremely mysterious.

According to legends, the exotic flowers were a type of herb that could
provide a large amount of spiritual qi. Moreover, they were the main
ingredients of many divine rank herbs.
‘three strange flowers can allow me to refine at least three sky origin pills
Qin Yu thought to himself.

With these three sky origin pills, there was hope for the rest to step into
the intermediate stage of the Martial Saint Realm.

Looking at the strange flowers that filled the mountains and plains, Qin
Yu could not help but feel a little greedy in his heart.

If he could keep all these strange flowers in his bag, the improvement
that would be brought would be beyond imagination.

“Young man, don’t be too greedy.”That almighty seemed to have seen
through Qin Yu’s intentions, and his voice couldn’t help but carry a hint
of warning.



Qin Yu’s eyes rolled, and he cupped his hands and said, “Senior has
misunderstood. I am a pharmacist, so I am quite sensitive to strange

flowers.”

“You are actually a pharmacist?”That Almighty’s voice carried a hint of
surprise.

Qin Yu’s heart rejoiced.

Looks like there’s a chance!

Thereupon, Qin Yu stood up. With a slight shake of his palm, a ball of
purple-colored spiritual fire landed in his palm.

“That’s right. I plan to use a strange flower to refine a sky yuan pill,”Qin
Yu continued.

“Sky Yuan Pill? You can refine a sky yuan pill?”There was a hint of
excitement in the Almighty’s voice.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “That’s right. I can use a strange flower to
refine at least a heavenly essence pill.”

“Is that true?”That Almighty’s voice became even more excited.

“It’s absolutely true, senior. Why would I lie to You!”Qin Yu said.

At this moment, Yun long could not help but coldly say, “Master, don’t
be deceived by this kid. He just wants to take a few more strange

flowers.”

‘That Almighty was silent for a moment, and then said coldly, “If you
really can refine the heavenly essence pill, I might consider giving you a
few more strange flowers. But, you also have to refine the heavenly



essence pill for me.”
Qin Yu hurriedly said, “Of course there’s no problem! I Can’t wait for it,
Senior!”

“Master! This kid is lying to you!”Yun long immediately became
anxious.

The mighty figure in the valley said in a deep voice, “Yun Long is right.
No one knows whether what you said is true or not.”

“What I said is absolutely true!”Qin Yu patted his chest and said.

“How about this? I will refine the heavenly essence pill for you on the

spot. If I can successfully refine it, you and I will cooperate. If the
refinement fails, you will immediately kill me. How about it?”Qin Yu
said.
That Almighty was silent for a moment before he said in a deep voice,
“Alright, but the others have to leave immediately.”

Qin Yu frowned slightly. He looked at Chang Mang and the others and
said unwillingly, “Senior, they are all my friends. I guarantee that they
will not cause any trouble. I am willing to vouch for them!”
“No need to say more. Tell them to leave immediately. I don’t want to
say it again,”that Almighty said coldly.

Qin Yu opened his mouth, wanting to say something else, but the
almighty shouted, “If you dare to say any more nonsense, all of you will
scram!”

“Qin Yu, we are already very satisfied that we can obtain these three
strange flowers,”Yao Meng said with a smile.

“Since senior isn’t willing to let us stay here, then we will leave.”



“That’s right, Qin Yu. You have to be more careful.”

Seeing this, Qin Yu could only sigh slightly and nod, “Alright. If there’s
a chance, I’ll leave this place as soon as possible and give you the
Heavenly Yuan Pill.”

“Oh right, you can go to the Divine Alchemist pavilion to look for the
pavilion master and let her refine the heavenly yuan pill.”

“En.”Everyone nodded.

‘They each picked three strange flowers and then turned around to leave.

After they all left, Yun long stood in front of Qin Yu.

“Kid, don’t waste time. I want to see how you refine the Heavenly

Essence Pill,”Yun Long said with a cold tone.

Qin Yu didn’t say anything. He took out the cauldron with a thought.

‘There were a lot of herbs stored in Qin Yu’s spatial divine artifact.
These herbs were enough to support Qin Yu in refining the heavenly
essence pill.

“Ican’t guarantee that a strange flower will be able to refine a few heaven
essence pills, “said Qin Yu.

“It’s enough that a strange flower can refine one, “said the mighty figure.

“Tl give you three chances. If you fail three times, don’t blame me for
being ruthless.”

Qin Yu acknowledged and didn’t say anything else. He immediately
plucked a strange flower and threw it into the cauldron.



Following that, Qin Yu began to refine the strange flower with a purple
spiritual fire burning in his palm.

According to Qin Yu’s self-deduction, a strange flower should be able to
refine a heavenly yuan pill. Who knew how many Heavenly Yuan pills

this strange flower could refine..

Chapter 1107:

Chapter 1,107, I Want Half!

Qin Yu had the pill formula for New Year’s Day.

This pill formula was actually not a rare item. It was just that to refine
this pill, one needed top-notch pill skills. There were not many people in
the world who could refine this pill.
In the current era, there was no accurate division of ranks among
alchemists. However, Qin Yu had powerful divine sense and purple fire,
so he was quite confident in himself.
Qin Yu followed the pill formula and put the herbs into the cauldron.
Then, he slowly refined the pill with the purple spiritual fire.

To refine the heavenly essence pill, it was very important to control the
temperature of the flame. This required a powerful divine sense.
Golden Light shot out from Qin Yu’s glabella, and primordial spirit
power burst out, refining the pill with great precision.

As the herbs melted one by one, the medicinal fragrance slowly spread
out.



Qin Yu’s mind moved. He threw the strange flower into it and began the

most important step.

His control of fire power was extremely precise and skilled. Anyone who
looked at him would look like a veteran alchemist.

Even Yun Long, who was beside him, couldn’t help but be slightly
stunned.

The slumbering mighty figure also floated out of the valley with a strand
of primordial spirit, looking down at Qin Yu from above.

“This pill art might not be considered top-notch in the holy region, but in
this world, it is definitely second to none,”the Almighty commented.
Flames burned within the cauldron, sometimes large and sometimes
small. Every step was calculated, and no mistakes could be made.
Even with Qin Yu’s powerful divine sense, he still seemed to be having
some trouble.

Time passed by minute by minute, and the medicinal liquid within the
cauldron began to condense into form.

This was the final and most important step.

Yun long and that mighty figure held their breaths, afraid that they would
disturb Qin Yu.

After another half an hour, the cauldron began to emit thick smoke!

“Bang!”

Following a loud sound, pill clouds began to condense in the sky!



“It’s taking shape.”That mighty figure couldn’t help but feel somewhat
excited.

Qin Yu didn’t say anything. He continued to control the flames and
proceed with the final step.

Thick smoke rose in all directions and was emitted from the medicinal
cauldron.

Such thick smoke directly blocked one’s vision.

Even mighty figures were unable to penetrate this smoke.

‘At the same time, Qin Yu opened his eyes.

He put away the flames and looked at the medicinal cauldron.

“It’s done,”Qin Yu said.

“It’s formed?”The mighty figure asked.

Qin Yu acknowledged and said, “Once the smoke dissipates, it will be
over.”

The Almighty did not say anything as he quietly looked at the medicinal
cauldron.

Qin Yu’s eyes were also staring at the medicinal cauldron.

He was not sure if the pill refinement this time was successful. Although
it had already taken shape, it did not mean that this was a successful pill.
The smoke began to slowly disperse, slowly revealing the bottom of the

medicinal cauldron.



The three of them held their breaths as they looked at the medicinal
cauldron somewhat nervously.

“Oh?”Yun long frowned. Then, he couldn’t help but laugh out loud.
“You failed as expected. I knew you were bragging!”

The first thing that came into view was an incomplete heaven essence
pill!

Clearly, this pill had failed!

The almighty expert hovering in mid-air couldn’t help but have a cold
expression. He snorted coldly and said, “You still have two more
chances.”
Qin Yu’s brows were tightly knitted.

He never expected that the refinement of this heavenly new year’s Day
would actually fail.

“Just what exactly went wrong…”Qin Yu muttered in a low voice. His
eyes couldn’t help but look at the medicinal cauldron.

“En?

Right at this moment, Qin Yu’s eyes suddenly lit up, and a trace of joy
instantly flashed across his face!

He saw that under the smoke, there were two complete heavenly yuan
pills!

“Success!”Qin Yu was instantly beyond excited!

This strange flower had refined two complete heaven essence pills, as
well as an incomplete heaven essence pill!



In other words, Qin Yu had used a strange flower to refine three and a
half heaven essence pills!

“Great, it has far exceeded my expectations!”Qin Yu shouted excitedly!

He immediately raised his head to look at that mighty figure and said,
“How is it? Is there any problem?”

‘There was a faint hint of excitement in the eyes of this mighty figure.

He forcefully suppressed the excitement in his heart and said, “Not bad.
It seems that you do have some ability.”

Qin Yu smiled and said, “Senior, you said that a stalk of strange flower
that can refine a heavenly essence pill is enough, right?”

“That’s right.”The mighty figure nodded.
Qin Yu continued, “Then, if I refine a heavenly essence pill at a ratio of
one to three, does that mean that I can obtain two?”

The mighty figure’s face instantly darkened.

He hovered in mid-air with his hands behind his back as he said, “Kid,
aren’t you a little greedy?”

Qin Yu frowned and said, “Isn’t that the reason?”

“You’re dreaming. Don’t forget that we’re the ones who provided this
strange flower!”Yun long shouted from the side.

“Yun Long is right,”the almighty expert said indifferently.

Qin Yu said in a deep voice, “Then what does senior mean?”



“You can obtain a heavenly essence pill from a strange flower,”the
Almighty Expert said with a faint smile.

A faint smile hung on his face as if he was certain that Qin Yu would
agree.

After all, without the strange flower, Qin Yu would not be able to obtain
a single heavenly essence pill.

However, Qin Yu shook his head.

He sneered and said, “I won’t agree. Even if I can’t obtain two, I want to
at least split them equally.”

“Ican think of a way to let a strange flower refine three heavenly essence
pills, but I want to take half.”

That Almighty’s expression instantly turned cold.

He narrowed his eyes and sized up Qin Yu, saying, “Kid, think carefully.
If I don’t agree, you won’t get anything.”

Qin Yu also said, “Senior, please think carefully too. If I leave now, you
won’t be able to get the heaven origin pills either.”

“There are very few people in the world who can refine heaven origin
pills. Furthermore, the Holy Region will open in a month. If you can’t
recover to Your Peak State, you will be in great danger.”

“After all, the flesh and blood of a mighty figure, as well as their
primordial spirit, are extremely nutritious.”

Chapter 1108:



Chapter 1108: scheming against each other

This mighty figure clearly did not expect Qin Yu to be so bold and
greedy.

However, the effects of the strange flower were far inferior to the
Heavenly Essence Pill.

If there happened to be a heavenly essence pill to replenish when it was
born, that would naturally be the best.

“Alright, I’ll agree to it,”the mighty figure said coldly.

“Fifty-fifty between you and me, but let me tell you, the pill that fails
will be on you.”

Qin Yu hurriedly nodded and said, “Of course, no problem! Thank you,
Senior.”

“Then let’s not waste any more time. Let’s begin now, “said the
Almighty.

“Senior, may I ask you a question? When will you be born?”Qin Yu
asked.

The Almighty Glanced at Qin Yu and said, “Why are you asking this?”

Qin Yu smiled and said, “Please don’t misunderstand. I just want to
make a plan in advance.”

“About half a month later,”said the mighty figure.



Qin Yu nodded slightly and said, “Alright, I understand.”

The mighty figure did not say anything else and turned to leave.

Yun long coldly looked at Qin Yu and snorted, “Kid, consider yourself
lucky.”

Qin Yu did not continue the conversation. Instead, he began to pick the
strange flowers.

Yun long quickly walked towards the valley in the depths.

He came to the vicinity of the valley and knelt down as he said, “Master,
why did you agree to him? That’s half of the Heaven Essence Pill!”

The almighty said indifferently, “Don’t talk about half. Even if he wants
all of it, I’ll agree.”

Yun Long was stunned. He asked with some confusion, “Why?”

The almighty snorted coldly, “It’s just a drawing of a cake. In any case,
he won’t be able to obtain a single pill in the end.”

“After he finishes refining the pill, he will lose his value.”

Yun Long was taken aback before he came to a sudden realization, “I
understand! Master is brilliant!”

“alright, go and keep an eye on this kid to prevent any accidents from
happening,”said the mighty figure.

“Yes!”

Yun long immediately stood up and walked in Qin Yu’s direction.



At this moment, Qin Yu plucked the strange flower and began to refine
the heavenly essence pill.

Yun long stared at him from the side and did not leave his side at all.

Qin Yu glanced at him and could not help but frown slightly.

For some reason, he felt that these two people were not reliable.

“After I finish refining the Heavenly Essence Pill, I’m afraid I’ll lose my

value,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

He glanced at Yun long beside him and frowned more and more tightly.

“This won’t do. I have to think of a way to take the strange flower and
leave this place,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

He did not believe the words of this mighty figure.

In the world of cultivators, it was common to kill people and steal goods.
In order to increase one’s cultivation, any despicable thing was not worth
mentioning. How Could Qin Yu believe him.
“This Yun long has been watching me. If I want to escape, I’m afraid it

won’t be that simple,”Qin Yu thought to himself as he picked the strange
flower.
“Other than the Yun long, I still have to think of a way to escape from
this Yun Long Island.”

One had to know that the Yun Long Island was an isolated island deep
within the sea, surrounded by the sea.

Even if he was lucky enough to escape from the Yun Long’s sight, it
would definitely not be an easy task for him to return to the fire country.



“Forget it. Even if I have to escape to the bottom of the sea, I absolutely
can not stay here.”The more Qin Yu thought about it, the more he felt
that it was a little strange.
Why was this Yun Long staring at him?

Furthermore… that mighty figure seemed to have agreed rather
straightforwardly.

‘Who knew how many people on this island had died at their hands? This
was enough to prove that they weren’t good people. In their eyes, human
lives were probably as worthless as grass.
“Ineed to think of a way to get rid of this Yun Long,”Qin Yu thought to
himself.

“If it’s just this Yun Long, I’m not afraid. However, if that mighty figure
makes a move, I’m afraid I Won’t be able to escape.”

‘Thinking of this, Qin Yu looked at Yun long and said, “Yun Long, May
I ask why your master will be born in half a month?”

Yun long coldly glanced at Qin Yu and said, “You shouldn’t ask. It’s
best if you don’t open your mouth.”

Qin Yu wasn’t angry. He smiled and said, “I just have a better plan.”

Yun long sized up Qin Yu and waited for him to continue.

Qin Yu smiled and said, “Think about it. The absorption of the heavenly
new year requires time. After half a month, I don’t know how many

Heavenly Yuan pills I will have in my hands
“At that time, it will be almost impossible for your master to absorb them
all at once



“Why don’t he come into the world now? If I refine one pill, he will
absorb one. Wouldn’t that save a lot of time?”

Yun long frowned slightly and snorted, “Don’t think too much of
yourself. Do you think that this seal can be removed by yourself?”

“AH? Does that mean that all the corpses on this island were killed by

you? I thought it was your master who did it, but you are actually so
powerful!”Qin Yu flattered him.
Yun long said proudly, “Of course. Since I am a Guardian Demon Beast,
I naturally have some ability.”

“Impressive, impressive. Fortunately, your master spoke out to stop me.
Otherwise, I’m afraid I would have died in your hands.”Qin Yu said with
a smile.
Yun long immediately became even more proud. He put his hands behind
his back and said indifferently, “It’s good that you know. So you have to
repay my master. Do you understand?”
“Of course. If it’s possible, I really want to take him as my master and

follow him around.”Qin Yu sighed.

“Tm afraid you don’t have the qualifications. Hurry up and refine the
medicine. Stop talking nonsense.”Yun long waved his hand.

“Alright!”Qin Yu agreed with a smile, but in his heart, he couldn’t help
but curse the retard.

A few simple words of flattery had made yun long hand over everything.

“Demonic Beasts are demonic beasts. Their brains are still lacking.”Qin
Yu thought to himself.



According to Yun Long, the seal of this mighty figure would only be
lifted after half a month.

In other words, he wouldn’t be able to make a move during this half a
month.

As such, Qin Yu would be able to escape with the strange flower before
he was born..

Chapter 1109:

Chapter 1,109, deceiving the Cloud Dragon

This crazy idea took root and sprouted in Qin Yu’s heart.

Only in this way would it be the safest and most beneficial.

“If he doesn’t have the intention to harm me, then it’s My Fault.”Qin Yu
sighed slightly in his heart.

He wasn’t in a hurry to act. Instead, he slowly refined the pill.

‘When night fell, Qin Yu stopped refining the pill. He found a place and
planned to rest for a while.

“Why did you stop?”Yun long asked quickly.

Qin Yu frowned and said, “Even a capitalist has to give the workers time
to rest. What, do you want me to refine pills twenty-four hours a day?”



Yun long snorted lightly and said, “As a martial saint, how can you be so

tired so easily?”

Qin Yu said with some displeasure, “Don’t you know that refining pills

is an arduous task?”

Yun long opened his mouth and was about to speak.

At this moment, the voice of that mighty figure came from the valley.

“He’s right. Refining a pill for a day will indeed consume a large amount
of divine sense power, even for top alchemists, “said that mighty figure.

Although Yun Long was somewhat displeased, he could only give up
since even his master had spoken.

“Bring Me the heaven essence pill you refined today, “said the almighty
expert.

Qin Yu’s eyes couldn’t help but narrow slightly.

They had just begun, and he was already asking for the Heaven Essence
Pill. Could it be that he was afraid that he would escape?

Although he had this thought in his heart, Qin Yu still handed the Heaven
Essence Pill to Yun long.

“Kid, I will only give you two hours to rest,”yun long said coldly after
taking the pill.

Qin Yu did not say anything. He lay on the ground and closed his eyes
slightly.



Yun long, on the other hand, took the pill and turned around to walk into
the depths of the valley.

After he walked for a moment, an undetectable strand of divine sense
flew out from Qin Yu’s glabella.

This strand of divine sense passed through the flower fields and followed
Yun long all the way to the vicinity of the valley.

“Master.”Yun long half-knelt at the entrance of the valley.

Ina short while, an illusory figure floated out from the valley.

“This strand of divine sense doesn’t have any power. It’s different from
that high-ranking official from back then.”Qin Yu stared at this strand of
divine sense and thought to himself.
Yun long spread out his hands and took out the heavenly essence pill in
his hands.

That mighty figure glanced at it and said with slight surprise, “It really is
a heavenly essence pill. This child is quite talented.”

Yun Long’s expression slightly changed and he hurriedly said, “Master,
don’t tell me you have a Compassionate Heart?”

“Compassionate Heart?”That mighty figure sneered.

“T’ve crossed a thousand years. To me, my feelings have long been
thrown out of the clouds.”

Yun long let out a sigh of relief and said, “Then I can be at ease. This kid
has rebelled. I absolutely can not let him live.”



That mighty figure said indifferently, “That won’t be necessary. After the
seal is lifted, if he is willing to continue refining pills for me, I can
consider sparing his life. After all, an alchemist is still valuable.”
“Master is right.”Yun long hurriedly bowed and said.

Hearing this, Qin Yu’s divine sense quietly returned to his main body.

“This old thing really doesn’t have good intentions.”Qin Yu’s eyes
narrowed slightly.

He sat up from the ground and said in a low voice, “In that case, don’t
blame me for being ruthless.”

Qin Yu didn’t hurry to move. He lay on the ground and slowly recovered
his internal Qi.

Soon, Yun Long returned to Qin Yu’s side.

He sized up Qin Yu and after making sure that there was nothing unusual
about Qin Yu, he sat on the side.

About two hours later, Yun long kicked Qin Yu’s body.

“Two hours have passed. You should get up and work,”Yun Long said
coldly.

Although Qin Yu was extremely angry, he didn’t show it on his face.

He looked at Yun Long and said with a smile, “Yun long, I was thinking
when I was resting. According to the current progress, I can’t refine too
many heavenly essence pills in half a month. I Can’t use up all of these
strange flowers.”
Yun long frowned slightly and said coldly, “What do you mean?”



Qin Yu said, “With my alchemy skills, I can actually refine several pills
at the same time.”

“If I refine ten or even a hundred strange flowers at the same time, the
time will be greatly shortened.”

Yun long swept his gaze toward the flower field.

There were only a hundred odd flowers in this huge flower field.

If he could refine them in one go, it would naturally be the best.

Yun long sized up Qin Yu from head to toe and said, “Why are you so

kind?”

“Kind?”Qin Yu scoffed.

“yun long, what do you mean by that? I have a cooperative relationship

with your master. The More Heavenly Essence Pills I refine, the more I
will naturally obtain.”
“Your master also said that I only have half a month’s time. Of course, I
hope to get a few more heavenly essence pills.”

Speaking up to this point, Qin Yu asked in return, “But you, what do you
mean by that? Saying that I’m kind-hearted? You guys aren’t planning

to burn the bridge after crossing the river, right?”
‘The sudden question made Yun Long, who was already not very smart,
change his expression slightly.

He quickly said, “You… Don’t talk nonsense. I was just asking
casually.”

Qin Yu snorted lightly, “I don’t believe you, but I believe your master.
After all, he is a senior at the Almighty Realm. I think he would not lie to



a little martial saint like me.”
“Of course, of course,”Yun long quickly said.

Qin Yu waved his hand and said, “Then don’t waste time. Hurry up and
pick the strange flowers. Time is money.”

Yun long walked towards the flower field while thinking to himself,
“You scared me. I almost got exposed. Fortunately, this kid’s brain is not
very good.”

Qin Yu was also sneering in his heart.

“This Yun Long’s brain is really not very good. He was led astray by me
with just a few words,”Qin Yu said with a sneer..

Chapter 1110:

Chapter 1,110 lied to You!

Qin Yu sat at the side and waited quietly.

At the same time, his divine sense covered the entire cloud dragon island,
ready to find an opportunity to escape.

“According to the geographical situation here, I’m afraid I can only

escape to the sea,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

With the cloud dragon’s ability, it was definitely not an easy task to stop
Qin Yu, but it was also very difficult for him to leave this place.
“Idon’t care,”Qin Yu said in his heart.



“Let’s escape from this Cloud Dragon Island first.”

At worst, he could just float on the sea and find a boat sooner or later.

Thinking of this, Qin Yu closed his eyes slightly and waited quietly for
Yun Long.

About ten minutes later, this flower field was swept clean by Yun Long.

He held a large bouquet of strange flowers and walked in front of Qin
Yu.

“Here you go.”Yun long threw the strange flowers on the ground.

“Hurry up. You only have half a month,”yun long exhorted.

Qin Yu picked up a strange flower from the ground and put it on the tip
of his nose to sniff it.

“Yes, that’s the smell.”Qin Yu nodded slightly.

“Of course. Hurry up and refine the heavenly essence pill. Don’t waste
time,”yun long urged.

Qin Yu glanced at him and sneered, “Don’t worry. The Heaven origin
pill is extremely important to me. I naturally won’t waste time.”
Then, Qin Yu’s mind moved and directly put these strange flowers into
the spatial divine tool.

Then, Qin Yu slowly stood up.

He stretched and said, “Okay, mission completed.”

Yun long frowned and said coldly, “What do you mean?”



Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and said, “What do you mean? It seems that

your brain is not very good.”

Yun Long’s expression became even uglier. He narrowed his eyes and
said, “Where is the strange flower? Why did you keep it?”
Qin Yu sneered and said, “Because it’s mine! Idiot, do you really think
that I will refine the Heavenly Essence Pill for you?”

Yun long immediately flew into a rage. He glared at Qin Yu and shouted,
“You are courting death!”

After saying that, he raised his hand and grabbed at Qin Yu.

However, Qin Yu had no intention of fighting with him. His figure
immediately rose up and soared into the air.

“Tell your master that the strange flower is mine!”Qin Yu said coldly.

Yun Long’s face was livid with anger. He gritted his teeth and said, “You
dare to trick us, Kid? I’ll tear you into pieces!”

With that, he charged at Qin Yu again.

However, Qin Yu was already prepared. He immediately executed the
‘xing’character and fled at an extremely fast speed.

Yun long naturally would not sit idly by and quickly chased after him.

However, with the ‘‘xing’character, Qin Yu’s speed was far above Yun
Long’s. In almost an instant, Qin Yu’s figure disappeared without a trace,
leaving Yun long standing alone in the same spot, helpless and furious.
“You dare lie to us? I’m going to kill you! I’m going to kill you! !”



Yun long roared angrily, causing the entire Cloud Dragon Island to buzz!

Soon, the mighty figure was jolted awake by the voice.

A strand of his divine sense floated out as he asked in a deep voice,
“What’s going on?”

Yun Long’s expression froze as he said in a trembling voice, “That kid…
that kid, he.

“What’s wrong with him? Quickly tell me!”The almighty seemed to
have realized that something was wrong.

Yun long gritted his teeth and said, “He ran away with the strange
flower…”

“What! ?”The Almighty’s expression instantly turned into one of utter
defeat! Anger filled his chest and rushed straight to his mind!
“Didn’t I tell you to keep an eye on him! You Trash!”The Almighty said
through gritted teeth.

Yun long hurriedly said, “Master, I… I’ll go look for him right now. I
Promise I’ll bring him back!”

“There’s a sea all around us. He won’t be able to escape far!”

“Then hurry up and Go!”The mighty figure roared.

Yun Long didn’t dare to waste any more time. He hurriedly followed the
direction Qin Yu had fled in and quickly chased after him.
At this moment, Qin Yu was running on the surface of the sea.

He released his divine sense and covered the surrounding surface of the
sea.



Unfortunately, Qin Yu did not discover any ships.

Other than an idiot like Gong Tianyu, no one else would set foot in such
a place.

“Looks like I can only rely on myself to escape,”Qin Yu said in a low
voice.

The surface of the sea was extremely vast. Who knew how long it would

take to return to the mainland.

Moreover, there was a cloud dragon chasing after him.

However, Qin Yu had no other choice at the moment. He could only try
his best to escape.

After escaping for dozens of nautical miles in one breath, Qin Yu finally
stopped.

His divine sense covered his surroundings. As long as the cloud dragon
arrived, he would be able to detect it immediately.
‘Tl rest for a while. If the cloud dragon catches up in front of me, I might
be able to kill him, ‘Qin Yu thought to himself.

At the thought of this, his entire body sank into the surface of the sea. At
the same time, he executed the water avoidance art.
With the water avoidance art, Qin Yu was able to move freely under the
sea.

His entire body continued to sink, and the water pressure became
stronger and stronger.

Even Qin Yu’s body was beginning to be unable to withstand it.



His body emitted a golden glow as he resisted the water pressure.

As his body continued to sink, the water pressure continued to increase.

Crack

The golden glow surrounding Qin Yu’s body directly exploded, causing
cracks to appear. Following that, it directly exploded!
Qin Yu’s brows were tightly knitted together. The enormous water
pressure almost made him unable to breathe.

Buzz

Helpless, Qin Yu could only use the true body of azure wood.

However, the true body of azure wood consumed a lot of spiritual qi, so
Qin Yu probably couldn’t last long.

“HMM?

At this moment, Qin Yu suddenly realized that there seemed to be
something unusual under the sea.

As his body sank, the surrounding sea water became much warmer..

Chapter 1111: Chapter 1,111, the world under the sea!

Feeling the traces of warmth, a trace of surprise flashed across Qin Yu’s
face.

He reached out his palm, picked up a handful of water, and sent it into
his mouth.



The moment the seawater entered his mouth, Qin Yu’s face was filled
with ecstasy!

“This is… Spiritual Qi!”Qin Yu was beyond excited!

He immediately removed the water avoidance art and allowed the
seawater to enter his body.

There was indeed spiritual Qi under the sea!

No wonder the demonic beasts under the sea had grown so terrifyingly.

That old man had summoned so many martial saint demonic beasts in
one go!

One must know that even in the demon city, martial saints were as rare as
Phoenix feathers and qilin horns. However, they seemed to be worthless
here!
Qin Yu’s eyes swept his surroundings. He was enduring the pressure
from the bottom of the sea, but his heart was extremely surging.
“Could it be that all the spiritual Qi on Earth has been gathered under the
sea?”Qin Yu murmured.

Soon, Qin Yu had an even bolder idea.

“Is there a possibility that the world of cultivators ten thousand years ago
was submerged under the sea?”

The more Qin Yu thought about it, the more shocked he became. The
exploration of the world under the sea was still in its initial stage.
No one knew what the world under the sea actually was.

“It’s not impossible. Otherwise, why would the number one sect in the
world, the Church of massacre, be under the sea?”Qin Yu murmured in a



low voice.
Such a large sect was not above the sea at all. On the contrary, it was
under the sea. This was exactly what Qin Yu was thinking.

Qin Yu absorbed the Spiritual Qi from the bottom of the sea while trying
to swim down to the bottom of the sea.

The lower he went, the denser the spiritual Qi became.

But at the same time, the pressure under the sea made Qin Yu unable to

bear it.

The deepest exploration of the sea by humans was only more than
10,000 meters. No one knew what else was hidden under 10,000
meters.
Qin Yu endured the pressure on his body and continued to swim down to
the bottom of the ocean.

As his body sank, the pressure became more and more intense. Soon, he
felt that he could no longer bear it.

His entire body was tightly pressed down by the seawater, and his
physical body was on the verge of shattering.

The green wood true body emitted a green light and fused with Qin Yu’s
golden light.

Ina short moment, a “Crack’was heard, and the green wood true body
began to shatter!

Without the support of the green wood true body, Qin Yu’s body could
not withstand it anymore.

The huge water pressure almost crushed his internal organs!



“pul”

Qin Yu suddenly spat out a mouthful of blood, and his seven orifices and
pores began to pour blood crazily.

“Not good!”Qin Yu’s expression changed greatly!

He did not dare to continue sinking down, but hurriedly swam upwards.

After swimming up for several hundred meters in one breath, the pressure
around his body slightly eased.

Qin Yu once again used the true body of green wood to block this
pressure.

However, the injury caused by his physical body still made Qin Yu’s

heart palpitate.

“That was close.”Qin Yu wiped the cold sweat on his forehead, feeling
his entire body turn cold.

If he had been a step slower just now, he would have been crushed into
meat paste by the sea water!

“Although I almost died under the sea, I can almost be sure that there is
an extremely rich spiritual qi hidden under the sea,”Qin Yu looked down
and said in a low voice.
It was pitch black below, and Qin Yu couldn’t see clearly at all.

Therefore, Qin Yu didn’t dare to make a hasty conclusion about what
was under the sea.

“L really want to go down and take a look,”Qin Yu said in a low voice.



However, Qin Yu only dared to think about it. He had just sunk a little
and almost died.

Thave to think of a way to withstand the pressure, Qin Yu thought to
himself.

Cultivation had a long history. In this long river of history, who knew
how many heroes were born.

Qin Yu believed that someone must have also noticed the abnormality
under the sea, but was restricted by the pressure.

Even Qin Yu’s body couldn’t withstand it, let alone others.

Qin Yu floated in the sea and found a critical position.

‘The pressure here wouldn’t hurt his body, but fortunately, he couldn’t
absorb the spiritual Qi here.

“Just one more step,”Qin Yu said in a low voice.

‘As long as his body was a little stronger, Qin Yu would have a chance to
absorb the spiritual Qi from the bottom of the sea.

“What a pity.”Qin Yu sighed, his heart filled with unwillingness.

However, it was also good that he had at least discovered the spiritual Qi
from the bottom of the sea.

“When I enter the intermediate stage of the martial saint stage, or the
green wood true body takes another step forward, I will be able to try to
absorb the spiritual Qi from the bottom of the sea.”Qin Yu thought to
himself.



Just as Qin Yu was guessing, he suddenly felt a powerful internal Qi
approaching him!

This internal Qi was extremely powerful and extremely fast!

“What a fast speed!”Qin Yu exclaimed.

“Could it be… That Yun Long?”

Before Qin Yu could react, Yun Long’s figure had already arrived near
Qin Yu!

“Kid, I’ve finally found you! “Yun Long’s furious voice shook the
seawater, as if it was boiling!

He glared at Qin Yu and said through gritted teeth, “Kid, you actually
dare to trick me! I’ll definitely tear you into pieces!”

Qin Yu sneered, “Yun Long, you came really fast. I really didn’t expect
to be discovered by you so quickly.”

Yun long said in a sinister manner, “Cut the crap. If I don’t kill you, I
swear I won’t be a human!”

“You’re not a human in the first place,”Qin Yu mocked.

“E * ck you!”

Yun long roared and arrived in front of Qin Yu in the blink of an eye!

Qin Yu’s expression immediately changed!

What a fast speed!



At the same time, Yun Long had already clenched his fist and was
approaching Qin Yu’s glabella!

Qin Yu did not dare to delay and hurriedly clenched his fist to meet the
attack.

But at this moment, Qin Yu realized that under the sea water, his speed
and strength were greatly weakened!

At the moment of contact, a terrifying force exploded on Qin Yu’s fist!
The palm of his hand instantly shattered, and Qin Yu’s body also shot

backward!
“Oh no!”Qin Yu’s expression changed drastically!

He had neglected the fact that the Cloud Dragon was a demonic beast!
Under the seawater, Qin Yu was definitely not the cloud dragon’s match!

Chapter 1112: Chapter 1,112, I’m playing you!

‘The crazed look on Yun Long’s face clearly showed that he had been
thoroughly enraged by Qin Yu.

He stepped on the seawater and charged towards Qin Yu once again. His
palm transformed into a steel claw and headed straight for Qin Yu’s vital
point!

Qin Yu, who was restricted by the seawater, slowed down a lot and was
unable to dodge.

He could only slightly turn his body to Dodge Qin Yu’s vital point.



The palm was like a sharp blade, grabbing Qin Yu’s chest! Qin Yu’s
chest was instantly torn open, revealing his ghastly white bones!

Fresh blood soaked in the seawater. If this continued, he might really die
here!

Yun Long didn’t stop there. He held the power of ten thousand tons and
once again pressed toward Qin Yu!

“Wait!”

At this critical moment, Qin Yu suddenly shouted!

Yun Long’s palm suddenly stopped.

He looked at Qin Yu coldly and said, “What else do you have to say!”

Qin Yu lowered his head to look at the blood on his chest and said in a
low voice, “Yun Long, why did you suddenly attack me?”

“Why did I attack you? You lied to me and stole the strange flower, and
you still dare to ask me? !”Yun long gnashed his teeth and said.

Qin Yu rolled his eyes and sighed. “Then you misunderstood me.”

“Misunderstanding? F * ck you!”Yun long cursed.

Qin Yu hurriedly explained, “You really misunderstood me.What reason

do I have to escape? Your master is a mighty figure. Where can I escape

to?”

Yun Long’s face was gloomy as he said, “Then why did you leave Cloud
Dragon Island?”



Qin Yu pretended to be aggrieved as he said, “I had no choice. As you
know, refining the heavenly essence pill requires a lot of herbs, not just
the exotic flower.”
“The inventory in my hands is gone, so I could only leave temporarily to
search for herbs. I never expected that you would misunderstand me.”

Yun long narrowed his eyes and sneered, “Kid, do you think I’m an idiot?
Do you think I’ll believe your nonsense?”

“What I said is true!”Qin Yu said with sincerity.

“L really didn’t expect you to misunderstand me like this.”

Yun Long’s face was gloomy. He said coldly, “If that’s the case, why did
you leave without saying goodbye?”

“Iwas afraid that you wouldn’t believe me! I can see that you don’t trust
me at all. Touch your conscience and tell me if what I said is true!”Qin
Yu shouted.
Yun Long’s expression stiffened and he snorted, “So what? You take the

strange flower, and you will die. No matter what you say, I Won’t let you

go today!”
Seeing this, Qin Yu could only sigh and say, “Since it’s like this, then I
have nothing to say. Didn’t you come to me for the strange flower? I’ll

return it to you.”
“Then don’t talk nonsense. Hand over the strange flower!”Yun Long said
coldly.

Qin Yu patted his chest and said, “No problem! I’ll take you to find the
Strange Flower Now!”

“Find the strange flower? What do you mean?”Yun Long said coldly.



Qin Yu pointed to the top and said, “The pressure under the sea is so
great. I’m afraid to destroy the strange flower, so I hid it with a secret
method. Follow me.”
With that, Qin Yu swam upwards quickly.

‘As long as he escaped from the sea, the restriction on Qin Yu’s strength

would disappear.

At that time, a mere yun long would not be worth mentioning!

Yun Long was not worried. The fight between the two just now had

already determined who was superior.

In his opinion, this Qin Yu was not worth mentioning at all.

He followed behind Qin Yu and swam towards the surface of the sea.

Soon, Qin Yu arrived at the surface of the sea.

He stepped on the surface of the sea and panted heavily.

“Damn it, I almost rolled over,”Qin Yu said in a low voice.

Soon, Yun Long’s figure followed closely behind him and burst out from

under the surface of the sea.

“Where’s the strange flower?”Yun long asked with a cold face.

Qin Yu was not in a hurry to answer. Instead, he closed his eyes slightly
and slowly healed his internal qi and adjusted his breathing.

“Tm asking you about the strange flower!”Yun long roared like a thunder,
shaking the entire surface of the sea!



Qin Yu pointed at his stomach and said, “It’s in my stomach.”

“What? !”Yun Long’s expression changed and he said coldly, “What do

you mean?”

Qin Yu said with a smile, “I ate it. I’m afraid I Can’t return the complete

strange flower to you. If you really want it, you can wait. You can bring
it back when I pull it out.”
“My digestion isn’t very good. I think it can still have some medicinal
effect. It should be useful after eating it.”

When Yun long heard this, the veins on his forehead immediately
bulged.

Because of his anger, his entire body was almost trembling. A terrifying

killing intent swept across the entire sea surface. Countless innocent fish
were directly shaken into a bloody mist!
“Kid, you tricked me again!”Yun long roared angrily. In an instant, the
color of the sky changed!

Qin Yu sneered, “That’s right, I was just fooling you. Who asked you to

be so stupid?”

“Ah! |!”

Yun long raised his head and roared angrily. His angry roar spread over a
hundred meters away! The rolling sound was so loud that it made
people’s ears hurt!
“Kid, you have fooled me again and again. I will tear you into
pieces! ! !”Yun Long’s eyes were wide open and bloodshot.

‘The next second, he stepped on the surface of the sea and charged at Qin
Yu again!



Qin Yu’s lips curled into a cold smile. His body was covered in golden
light. He clenched his fist and took a step forward. His golden fist was
like a chariot, smashing towards Yun long with a loud bang!
The moment the two fists collided, the seawater instantly exploded
hundreds of meters!

‘The terrifying residual power was like water ripples. With the two of

them as the center, it spread rapidly in all directions!

A huge puddle suddenly appeared on the surface of the entire sea. At this
moment, even the drops of water had an unimaginable power!

The sea water exploded, and the temperature under their feet soared
rapidly, as if it was boiling!
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‘The surface of the sea stirred up a thousand layers of waves!

Yun Long’s figure burst out from within, sliding several hundred meters
on the surface of the sea!

He only felt pain in his palm, as if he had become numb.

At this moment, Qin Yu was brimming with fighting spirit. He was
completely different from when he was at the bottom of the sea, as if he
was a god of War!
His hair danced wildly, and with a step forward, the waves of the sea
seethed!

“Come, Yun Long, I’ll fight with you!”Qin Yu shouted.



Yun Long was naturally not convinced. He spat out a divine light from
his mouth and transformed into twelve golden dragons that whistled
towards Qin Yu!
Qin Yu’s expression was ice-cold. Two large golden hands condensed in
front of him. The palms brought with them an indestructible might as

they crushed forward!
‘The Twelve Golden Dragons were directly shattered by Qin Yu’s palms
and turned into golden light from a glass plate!

Qin Yu did not stop there. He stepped on the ‘xing’word formula and
shot towards Yun Long. A fist that could break ten thousand arts had

already condensed on his fist.
That Golden Fist was like a small sun that was about to explode! Even
the void seemed to tremble!

Yun Long’s expression changed greatly. He could clearly feel the
terrifying power contained in that fist!

At this moment, Yun long even felt a chill run down his spine!

His figure flashed, and he directly disappeared into the void,
disappearing without a trace!

“Again?”Qin Yu’s expression was ice-cold.

“Do you really think I’m afraid of Your Spatial Arts? !”Qin Yu shouted
loudly, and the entire space buzzed!

Qin Yu did not pry into the spatial arts. He was unable to capture Yun
Long’s figure.

Yun long relied on this spell to silently kill countless people!

“Swoosh!”



A palm suddenly extended out from Qin Yu’s head!

It was extremely fast, and there was nowhere to hide!

Qin Yu’s pupils burst out with a blazing heat that was like flames as it
headed straight for the palm!

This divine light pierced through Yun Long’s palm, but Yun Long’s palm
also fiercely slapped onto Qin Yu’s head, causing Qin Yu’s head to Buzz!
Following that, Yun long quickly withdrew his palm.

Qin Yu coldly shouted, “Come out again, I will definitely kill you!”

After saying that, Qin Yu’s feet suddenly shook, and heavy falling space
instantly spread out from under Qin Yu’s feet!

This was the only spatial spell Qin Yu controlled, but it had a miraculous
effect!

Under the heavy falling space, Yun Long’s speed instantly slowed down
by a lot!

‘When he attacked again, Qin Yu’s palm tumed into a sharp blade,
slashing towards Yun Long’s wrist!

“Chi la!”

The sharp blade slashed at Yun Long’s wrist, and his two palms instantly
fell and exploded!

“Ah! !”

Yun Long’s painful voice came from the void!



His two palms were chopped off by Qin Yu. Although he could recover,
it would take a lot of time!

“Without your palms, how can you defeat me? !”Qin Yu said coldly.

Qin Yu’s voice was like a clap of thunder that shook all directions.

“Come out and fight with me!”Qin Yu roared.

However, Yun Long had already lost his will to fight. He gritted his teeth
and fled through the void!

Qin Yu stood there and shouted, but Yun Long did not show himself.

“It seems that he has run away,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Yun Long was only at the martial saint stage. As long as they were at the
same stage, Qin Yu was not afraid of anyone.

Regardless of whether it was a special physique, demonic beasts, or some
top-tier bloodline, Qin Yu was not afraid!

“If you still don’t come out, I will leave.”Qin Yu withdrew his sharp

edge and said in a deep voice.

Seeing that Yun long still did not move, Qin Yu did not say anything
more and immediately turned around to leave.

Without the boat, Qin Yu could only rely on walking.

He did not know how long he had been speeding on the surface of the sea,
nor did he know the exact location.



In short, Qin Yu had counted days and nights. It had already been two
whole days.

“Damn it, could it be that I have made a mistake in the direction?”Qin
Yu thought to himself that things were not looking good.

With Qin Yu’s speed, he was much faster than that cruise ship.

But it had already been two days. There was no sign of the coast.

“No, I have to salvage a ship,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

He continued to move forward. Fortunately, his hard work paid off. A
warship finally appeared in Qin Yu’s sight.

‘What surprised Qin Yu was that there was a symbol carved on the ship.

This symbol was actually the symbol of the Hong Yi sect!

‘The huge “Hong”word was extremely eye-piercing.

“Hong… it should be the Hong Yi sect,”Qin Yu said with a cold smile.

Following that, Qin Yu’s feet shook, and he quickly approached the
battleship.

With a leap, he landed on the battleship.

“You… Who Are You?”The moment they saw Qin Yu, the expressions
of the people on the ship could not help but change.

Qin Yu did not answer this question. Instead, he asked, “Is this the ship
of the Hong Yi Sect?”



“Since you know it’s a ship belonging to the Hong Yi sect, you still dare
to barge in recklessly?”

At this moment, a young man walked out from inside.

He wore a purple robe and had his hands behind his back. He had the
temperament of a superior.

Qin Yu looked at this young man coldly and said, “It really is the Hong
Yi sect. If it were any other organization, I would really be embarrassed
to snatch your ship.”
“Snatch a ship? Do You Want to Die?”The young man’s expression
turned cold. Then, several burly men walked out from behind him.

These burly men were all at the Martial Marquis Realm and were
extremely powerful!

And that young man was even a half-step martial saint! He was enough
to look down upon all heroes!

“Martial marquis… as expected of the Hong Yi sect.”Qin Yu said in a
low voice.

‘That young man laughed loudly and said, “Those who dare to provoke
the Hong Yi sect will die! If you kneel down and beg for mercy now, it
might still be possible!”
“Kneel down and beg for mercy? That’s not a bad idea.”Qin Yu raised
his brows. In the next second, the pressure from his body was suddenly

released!
A terrifying pressure spread towards the few of them.

Under this pressure, the expressions of these martial marquis instantly
became extremely ugly!



His body trembled non-stop. The huge pressure caused their bodies to
continuously bend.

“Kneel down!”

Qin Yu shouted.. Finally, they could not bear it anymore and suddenly
knelt on the ground!
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“Who… .. Who Are You! ?”The young man’s face was immediately
filled with shock!

Just the mere pressure alone had caused them to fall to their knees. This
was enough to prove that the man before them had far exceeded anything
they could ever imagine!

Qin Yu said calmly: “My name is Qin Yu.”

“Qin Yu! ?”Hearing that name, everyone on the ship took a few steps

back!

“HM? Looks like I am very famous in the Hong Yi sect.”Qin Yu said
indifferently.

The young man was even more flustered as he said in a trembling voice:
“Mr. ….. Mr. Qin, the Hong Yi Sect’s matter has nothing to do with us.
You… .. Don’t Kill Us, we will promise you anything… ..”

Qin Yu placed his hands behind his back and sai:



‘Don’t worry, I am not a person who would kill. As long as you send me
back to the fire country.”Pyro said
“No problem, absolutely no problem!”The young man hurriedly said.

Qin Yu retracted the oppressive aura from his body and said: “How long

will it take to return to the fire country from here?”

“If we reply to Mr. Qin, based on the current speed, it will only take five
days at most.”The young man said.

Qin Yu could not help but frown.

[ it will take five days? ]?

“Too slow.”Qin Yu shook his head and said.

The young man immediately said: “If we were to travel at full speed, we
would only need at most four days!”

“Then we will travel at full speed.”Qin Yu said.

“Travelling at full speed is not a problem, but… . “The young man
opened his mouth, seemingly unable to speak.
Qin Yu shot him a glance and said: “Why, do you have any other
requests?”
“No, no, no.”The young man quickly shook his head.

“It’s just that… .. You should also know that the fire country has been

trying to capture us and it would be very dangerous for us to get close to
the fire country, so… .. You must ensure that we can leave safely.”The
young man said with a
pyro smile.



Qin Yu said indifferently: “Do you have the right to negotiate terms with
me? So what if I don’t agree?”

‘The young man opened his mouth and his expression immediately
turned a little ugly.

“alright, let’s go. If any of you have any other intentions, I will
immediately kill all of you.”Qin Yu said coldly.
‘When everyone saw that, they did not have any other choice.

Qin Yu was too powerful, and was not someone they could resist against.

After that, Qin Yu found a room and settled down temporarily.

The ship was slowly sailing towards the fire country.

Qin Yu lay on his bed and rested for a short while before he took out his
medicinal cauldron.

“That mighty figure will be born in half a month at most. I have to hurry
up.”Qin Yu thought to himself in a low voice.
He had not expected that there would be another enemy on this trip, and
it was even a mighty figure.

But to Qin Yu, there was no longer any difference. With more lice, one
would not be afraid of being bitten.

He took out the strange flower and began to refine the heaven origin pill.

‘With Qin Yu’s speed, even if he spent half a month, he might not be
able to use up all of the strange flowers. Hence, he had to hurry back to
the fire country and seek the help of the pavilion master.
On the other side, Yun Long returned to the Cloud Dragon Island
dejectedly.



His hands had been chopped off, and fresh blood dyed his sleeves red.

“What’s going on?”The mighty figure’s divine sense floated out and
asked in a cold voice.

Yun long suddenly knelt on the ground and said in a trembling voice,
“I’m not his match. I let him escape…”

The veins on the almighty expert’s face were throbbing non-stop. His
anger caused his white hair to dance wildly.
“Master, you… You Can Punish Me!”Yun long knelt on the ground and
said in pain.

“Forget it, forget it.”The almighty expert waved his hand.

“Since he can come to the Cloud Dragon Island, he naturally has some
ability. I Don’t blame you.”

Yun long suddenly stood up and said while clenching his teeth, “Master,
are you going to let him go just like that?”

“Let him go?”The Almighty’s expression turned cold as he said coldly,
“When I come into the world, I will naturally kill him! I want to see
where he can run to!”

The ship floated on the surface of the sea.
Qin Yu spent an entire day, but he only refined six sky origin pills.

“This speed is still too slow.”Qin Yu sighed.

With Qin Yu’s ability, he could refine three hundred sky origin pills out
of one hundred strange flowers.



Three Hundred Sky origin pills, not to mention the intermediate stage of
the martial saint stage, even the advanced stage of the martial saint stage
would have the chance.

“Forget it. In just half a month’s time, it’s not realistic to improve too
much. As long as I can step into the intermediate stage of the martial
saint, it will be enough.”Qin Yu said in a low voice.
According to Qin Yu’s calculations, once he stepped into the
intermediate stage of the martial saint, he would have a chance to fight
against a mighty figure.

Not to mention a mighty figure who had not appeared in the world for
many years.

In the blink of an eye, another three days had passed and they were
getting closer and closer to the fire country.

And in Qin Yu’s hands, there were a total of eighteen heavenly yuan
pills.

The many days of refining pills had caused Qin Yu’s internal Qi to
become a little dispirited.

He put away the medicinal cauldron and then walked out of the room, all
the way to the deck.

“How much longer till we reach the fire country?”Qin Yu asked Pyro.

The young man quickly replied: “We will be able to reach it today, about
three to four hours.”

“Alright.”Qin Yu nodded slightly.



He stood on the deck and released his divine sense to cover the entire
area, to prevent any changes from happening.

Fortunately, nothing unexpected happened on this trip and Qin Yu

quickly felt the flow of internal Qi.

“Mr, Qin.”At that moment, the young man came before Qin Yu.

He cupped his hands together and said: “The fire country’s coast is just
ahead. Do you think… .. You can go back on your own?”
Qin Yu shot him a glance and did not make things difficult for him as he
nodded his head and said: “Alright.”

“Thank you, Mr. Qin!”The young man was immediately overjoyed as he
cupped his hands together.

“Pass on a message to your sect leader for me.”Qin Yu said quietly.

“It’s best if you do not come and provoke me again, or I will definitely
come and ask for your advice personally.’Qin Yu said coldly.

After throwing out those words, Qin Yu’s figure leapt up and jumped off
the deck.

He stepped on the water and sped toward the shore..
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Qin Yu leaped and landed on the shore.

“Tm finally back,”Qin Yu said softly.



Time was tight at the moment, so Qin Yu did not waste any time. He
immediately set off and headed straight for the Divine Alchemist
Pavilion.

After spending several hours, Qin Yu finally arrived at the Divine
Alchemist Pavilion in the evening of the same day.

He quickly arrived at the pavilion master’s Building and found the
pavilion master.

“Pavilion Master.”Qin Yu bowed slightly to the pavilion master.

Pavilion master said with slight surprise, “Aren’t you on Cloud Dragon
Island? Why are you here?”

Qin Yu gave a wry smile and told the pavilion master what had
happened.

After hearing this, pavilion master couldn’t help but be dumbfounded.
His small mouth was slightly open as he looked at Qin Yu in
astonishment.

“You… deceived a mighty figure and took away the strange
flower?”Pavilion master’s voice was filled with shock.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “That’s right. I was also forced to do so.”

“Qin Yu, you really are…”pavilion master did not know how to describe

it for a moment.

“How audacious. Is there anything in this world that you don’t dare to
do?”Pavilion master helplessly shook his head and said.

Qin Yu smiled bitterly and said, “If I don’t leave, he will also kill me.”



“Then you have snatched the strange flower. When he comes into the

world, he will definitely not let you off, “pavilion master said.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Therefore, I must step into the intermediate
stage of the Martial Saint Realm before he comes into the world.
Otherwise, I will die without a doubt.”
‘When he said this, Qin Yu took out the strange flower from the spatial

divine weapon.

Nearly a hundred strange flowers landed in the pavilion master’s
building.

Looking at this strange flower that was flickering with light, pavilion
master was even more shocked.

“So many strange flowers, I’ve… really never seen it before, “pavilion
master said in shock.

Qin Yu said, “Pavilion Master, I’m afraid I’ll need to trouble you to help

me refine the heaven origin pill.”

“In ten days, you can refine as many as you want. The rest of the strange
flowers will be given to you.”

Pavilion master shook her head and said, “That’s not necessary. Even if
you don’t have enough time, you can still choose to swallow the rest of

the strange flowers.”

“No, I must give you this strange flower,”Qin Yu said.

“The opening of the holy region is an extremely stressful thing for
everyone. You also need to improve your strength.”



“Besides, I only want to enter the intermediate stage of the Martial Saint
Realm. As long as I survive this tribulation, I won’t need to worry about
cultivation resources.”
Upon seeing this, the pavilion master did not insist any further.

She immediately asked the medicine boy beside her to find Xiang
Danging.

‘When Xiang Danging saw so many strange flowers, his attitude was
similar to the pavilion master’s. He could not believe his own eyes.

Qin Yu had no choice but to recount the matter once more.

“Alright, time is of the essence. Don’t waste any more time.”The
pavilion master looked at Xiang Danging and said.

Qin Yu cupped his hands and said, “Thank you for your help, Seniors.”

Following that, pavilion master found a relatively safe spot in the Divine
Alchemist Pavilion and the three of them began to refine the heavenly
yuan pills.

This time, the three of them would be in closed-door cultivation for a full
ten days. Refining pills continuously for ten days was an extremely
exhausting task for anyone with divine sense.
However, pavilion master did not have any complaints about this.

In the next few days, pill clouds would occasionally rise in the sky of the
Divine Alchemist Pavilion, indicating the arrival of one heavenly yuan
pill after another.

And in the outside world, the news of the opening of the holy region was
getting fiercer and fiercer.



From time to time, strange movements could be heard from the second

secret realm. Internal Qi was slowly flowing out of the gap.

Zhai Xing stood near the gap and said in a deep voice, “At this rate, I’m
afraid we won’t be able to hold on for long.”

The eight higher-ups were the true controllers of the Jingdu Martial Arts
Association.

Even Zhai Xing couldn’t help but feel a little worried.

He couldn’t even muster the will to resist when facing a mighty figure.

“Treally don’t know how Qin Yu will deal with this.’Zhai Xing sighed
slightly.

Other than Qin Yu, Yao Meng and the others also chose to enter
seclusion.

They had the heaven origin pill personally refined by the pavilion master,
so their strength had also increased.

At this moment, in the Yan family manor, Yan Jinyao’s injuries had
basically recovered.

However, his cultivation had already been crippled by Qin Yu. Even if
he were to cultivate with all his might, his strength would not be able to
advance by even a single bit.
“an! |!”

The cries of collapse spread throughout the entire Yan family manor!

The news of the opening of the holy region continuously entered his ears.



Even if he intentionally wanted to avoid it, he was still unable to stay out
of it.

“Tm not reconciled, I’m not reconciled!”Yan Jinyao half-knelt on the
ground, two lines of clear tears flowing out of his eyes.

Yan Sihai slowly walked over from not far away.

Seeing Yan Jinyao’s deep and painful feelings, his heart felt like it was
being cut by a knife.

“Forget it, there’s nothing wrong with being an ordinary person. Inherit
the Yan family’s property and walk the business route, we can still live
well,”Yan Sihai comforted.
Yan Jinyao suddenly raised his head and said in pain, “No, I will never
accept it. I will never accept it! I am the number one person in the

younger generation. How could I have fallen to this? I will never accept

it…”
As he said that, Yan Jinyao’s tears gushed out again.

“Qin Yu, it’s all your fault. You ruined my life. Sob, sob, sob…”Yan

Jinyao knelt on the ground with tears streaming down his face.

Seeing this, Yan Sihai couldn’t help but clench his teeth.

He squatted down beside Yan Jinyao and said in a low voice, “Son, I will
definitely think of a way. No matter what price I have to pay, I will
definitely let you recover your strength. I will!”
Yan Jinyao slumped to the ground and said feebly, “It’s useless. Even the
Pavilion Master of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion can’t do it. No one can
help me…”

“Not necessarily,”Yan Sihai said in a deep voice.



“The Pavilion Master of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion does represent the
top alchemists of the current era. But after the opening of the Holy
Region, she’s nothing.”
“When that time comes, there will definitely be a way. Definitely!”

Hearing these words, Yan Jinyao seemed to have a glimmer of hope.

He suddenly stood up and kept murmuring, “Yes, the Holy Region. After
the holy region opens, there’s still hope! Dad, you must help me. You
must help me!”

“Even if I have to sell everything I have, I will make you recover!”Yan
Sihai said gloomily..
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At the critical moment of the opening of the holy region, Yan Jinyao’s
cultivation had been crippled. There was nothing more painful than this.
Other than Yan Jinyao, he teng was also cultivating at the moment.

However, his cultivation seemed to have reached a bottleneck as well.
After several days of seclusion, he showed no signs of breaking through.
“Before the holy region opens, I must kill him!”A drop of cold sweat

dripped down he Teng’s forehead.

“Leave it to me… leave the body to me, I can get rid of him at any

time…”the hoarse voice sounded again.

He teng coldly said, “Don’t think about it. If I leave the body to you,
then what’s the meaning of my existence?”



“Hehe… Your body will be mine sooner or later…”the hoarse voice said
sinisterly.

He Teng remained silent.

Although he coexisted with this divine sense, he had always been on
guard against it, and he was constantly snatching the initiative of his
body.

Therefore, he teng wanted to raise his cultivation as soon as possible until
he did not need the help of this divine sense.

Time flew by.
In the blink of an eye, five days had passed.

In these five days, Qin Yu and the others had refined dozens of heavenly
essence pills.

“According to this progress, in another five days, I will have close to a
hundred sky origin pills,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

A Hundred Sky origin pills was enough to support him to enter the
middle stage of the Martial Saint Realm.

Ever since the news of the Holy Region spread, the world seemed to have
become much calmer.

The Martial World had fallen into silence, and there were fewer disputes.

However, everyone knew clearly in their hearts that this was the final

calm before the storm.

Soon, a week passed.



Xiang Danqing was the first to collapse. He opened his eyes tiredly and
said weakly, “I can’t do it anymore. With my current condition, I can’t
refine the Heavenly Yuan pill anymore.”
The pavilion master at the side glanced at Xiang Danqing leisurely and
said, “After so many years, you still haven’t made any progress.”

Xiang Danqing gritted his teeth. Although he was unwilling, his body
had already reached its limit.

“Hmph, I want to see how many more days you can hold on.”Xiang
Danqing stood up, turned around and walked out.

Pavilion master closed her eyes slightly. In reality, she was also about to
reach her limit, and so was Qin Yu.

‘The two of them were bitterly holding on.

On the ninth day, Qin Yu and Pavilion Master couldn’t hold on any
longer.

‘The strange flower in the two cauldrons directly turned into a pile of
mud.

‘They actually failed to refine the pills this time.

“It seems that we have reached our limit.”Qin Yu and pavilion master
looked at each other.

Pavilion master stood up and said slowly, “A whole nine days has

already exceeded our imagination.”

“Yes.”Qin Yu sighed.



He looked at the Heavenly Yuan pills in front of him. At this moment,
they already had seventy-eight heavenly yuan pills in their hands.

“These are enough.”Qin Yu’s large hand glowed as he put away the sky
origin pills.

Pavilion master nodded slightly and said, “The sky origin pills have a
great increase in cultivation. Even if your physique is special,
seventy-eight pills are enough to step into the intermediate stage of the
Martial Saint Stage.”
Qin Yu acknowledged and then cupped his hands together and said,
“Thank you, pavilion master. I won’t bother you any longer. I’ll go find
a place to enter closed-door cultivation now.”
“Do you think you can still enter closed-door cultivation in your current
state?”Pavilion master shook his head.

Qin Yu stood up. His vision was dizzy and he almost fell down.

Pavilion master was right. With Qin Yu’s current state, he indeed
couldn’t enter closed-door cultivation.

“Let’s Rest for a day first,”pavilion master said.

“A day’s time is nothing.”

Although Qin Yu was a little anxious, he really had no other way at the
moment. He could only nod and say, “That’s good too. I haven’t returned
to the Divine Alchemist Pavilion for a long time.”
‘With that, Qin Yu jumped down from the pavilion master’s building.

He was the first to arrive at Taozi’s mansion.

Taozi, Zhang Yijiu, and Xiao Qing lived in the same mansion.



Qin Yu pushed open the door and entered. The moment he entered, he
saw Taozi studying a pill book.

“Qin Yul”The moment she saw Qin Yu, Taozi ran over with a face full
of surprise and joy.

Qin Yu smiled and sat down. He said, “Taozi, have you made any
progress in your pill skills recently?”

Taozi said proudly, “Of course, I’ll show you!”

Taozi flipped her palm and a ball of green spiritual fire fell into her palm.

“Your spiritual fire… actually advanced? How did you do that?”Qin Yu
was shocked.

Taozi said, “Pavilion Master gave me a new flame. After I swallowed it,
it became a green spiritual fire.”

“Lsee.”Qin Yu suddenly understood.

While they were talking, Little Qing and Zhang Yi Jiu walked in from

outside.

Seeing Little Qing, Qin Yu couldn’t help but feel ashamed.

Back then, Qin Yu promised Little Qing that when they attacked the

second secret realm, he would bring her along and let her reunite with her
family.

But no one expected that there would be a fork in the middle. The Sky
Blood Rainbow suddenly attacked and caused the second secret realm to
bleed like a river, including Little Qing’s family.



“Yo, Qin Yu, why are you here? What a rare guest,”Zhang Yi Jiu said
with a somewhat strange tone.

Qin Yu rolled his eyes and said, “I’m an elder of the Divine Alchemist

Pavilion. Why Can’t I Come?”

“Th, you’re a very busy person,”Zhang Yi Jiu said with a roll of his eyes.

Qin Yu Ku Xiong shook his head. Then, he looked at Little Qing.

“Little Qing, about the second mystic realm… I can only apologize to

you.”Qin Yu sighed slightly, and there was a hint of guilt in his voice.

Little Qing shook her head and said in a low voice, “I heard about it. It’s
not your fault. It’s all because of the sky blood rainbow…”

Even though that was the case, Qin Yu knew that if he had not attacked

the second mystic realm, such a tragedy would not have happened.

Qin Yu did not say much to comfort her, but he made up his mind that he
would find a way to compensate little Qing in the future.

That day, Qin Yu had a meal with Taozi, Little Qing, and the fifth elder.

‘The next morning, Qin Yu said goodbye to the Pavilion Master and left
the Divine Alchemist Pavilion, preparing to enter closed-door
cultivation.

I don’t know how long this closed-door cultivation will take. The fastest
is five days, or at most a few days. Qin Yu thought to himself.

Thave to find an absolutely safe place



‘The Secret Realm in the Heaven Gate was obviously unable to guarantee
Qin Yu’s safety.

Qin Yu thought about it and finally cast his gaze to the bottom of the
sea..

Chapter 1117: Chapter 1117, desolate God’s eye!

After the trip to Cloud Dragon Island, Qin Yu could basically confirm
one thing.

It was that the seawater could almost seal the internal QI.

There was so much spiritual Qi under the sea, but it did not flow out at

all. This was enough to explain the problem.

“The seabed might be the best place for seclusion,”Qin Yu thought to
himself.

He locked his gaze on the Clear Bay Sea. This place had a huge sea area,
but it was not a scenic spot. It just happened to meet Qin Yu’s
requirements.
That day, Qin Yu took a taxi and headed straight for the Clear Bay Sea.

‘When he arrived near the shore, Qin Yu scanned his surroundings.

“This place is desolate and uninhabited. No one would think that I’m
hiding under the sea,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

He took a deep leap and walked towards the surface of the sea.

At this moment, a figure burst out from this place!



A steel knife pierced through Qin Yu’s chin from top to bottom!

Qin Yu’s face turned cold. Golden Light burst out from his body and

shattered the steel knife into pieces!

“Who is it?”Qin Yu said coldly.

Ayoung man burst out from under the sea.

He looked at Qin Yu coldly and said, “I wanted to ask you who told you
to come here!”

Qin Yu said coldly, “This place is ownerless.Why Can’t I Come Here?”

“Cut the crap. My master is in seclusion here. Leave immediately!”The
young man shouted.

“In seclusion here?”Qin Yu frowned slightly.

Wasn’t this F * cking bullshit? Besides Qin Yu, who would choose to
enter seclusion under the sea?

He looked coldly at the youth in front of him and said, “Could it be that
there are treasures hidden under the sea?”

The youth’s expression immediately changed! His body emitted an icy
chill!

“You really came for the desolate divine eye!”The youth said coldly.

“Kid, let me tell you. The desolate divine eye belongs to my master. If
you don’t want to die, get lost immediately!”

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes.



Desolate God’s Eye? He did not expect that there would be unexpected

gains.

“L told you to get lost. Don’t you understand?”The killing intent on the
youth’s body grew stronger.

Qin Yu could not help but sneer, “You guys are really overbearing. Is
this your home? If you tell me to leave, do I have to leave?”

“You are courting death!”

The youth shouted loudly. The steel knife in his hand condensed once
again and headed straight for Qin Yu’s face!

Qin Yu’s expression was ice-cold. He immediately waved his hand and
instantly shattered the steel blade in the youth’s hand! The remaining
power slammed onto his body and directly shattered his sternum!
The youth’s expression was horrified. He tried to get up, but the pain in
his chest made it impossible for him to stand up!

“Loriginally didn’t want to snatch your desolate divine eye, but I’ve
changed my mind now.”Qin Yu extended his palm and a terrifying force

grabbed the youth across space.
“Tell your master to come out, or I’ll kill you,”Qin Yu said coldly

The youth’s face was filled with fear. He struggled with all his might, but
he realized that he could not break free!

“Your excellency has such big words.”

At this moment, an old man emerged from under the sea.

He had his hands behind his back, looking like an immortal. He had the
demeanor of an expert.



Although he walked out from the bottom of the sea, there was not a
single drop of water on his body.

Qin Yu threw the young man to the side and then said coldly, “Where is

the desolate divine eye? Hand it over and I’ll spare your life.”

The old man laughed loudly and said, “You want the desolate divine eye?
Are You Worthy! 2”

After he finished speaking, the martial saint’s internal Qi on his body
instantly erupted!

Qin Yu did not have the time to waste with him. He immediately
condensed a golden palm and slammed it down fiercely!

The elder roared furiously and raised his hand to meet the attack.

However, this golden palm was too terrifying. The spell in the elder’s
hand instantly melted and his body was slammed onto the surface of the
water!
Qin Yu extended his palm and the huge palm grabbed him once again.
The huge force almost crushed his body!

The elder said in fear, “Senior, please show mercy. I am willing to tell

you about the desolate divine eye!”

Qin Yu snorted coldly and threw the old man on the ground. Then, he
said coldly, “Tell me everything about the desolate divine eye, or I will
kill you.”
The old man got up from the ground and knelt on the ground as he said in
horror, “The desolate divine eye is under the sea. I only learned about it
by chance.”
Qin Yu glanced at him and continued, “What is this desolate divine eye?
What is its use?”



“Senior, aren’t you here for the desolate God’s Eye?”The Elder was
stunned as a hint of awkwardness flashed in his eyes.

Qin Yu shook his head and said, “I don’t know anything about the

desolate God’s eye.”

The elder immediately complained in his heart and could not help but
glare at the youth.

If it was not for his disciple, he would not have given the desolate God’s
eye away.

But now, he had no other choice but to tell Qin Yu everything about the
desolate God’s eye.

“The desolate God’s eye is an ancient inheritance item. It is said to be the
eye of an ancient god. Those who obtain the desolate God’s eye can see
through all concealment spells in the world. They can even use the
desolate God’s eye to peer into the Great Dao and sense the secret
treasures hidden between

heaven and earth… “…”the old man slowly said.

Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and said in surprise, “The eye of an ancient
god? It can peer into the Great Dao and secret treasures? is what you

said true?”

“The rumors are true, but I don’t know if it’s true or not.”The old man
said in a trembling voice.

Qin Yu said coldly, “Then where is the desolate God’s Eye?”



“It’s under the seawater. From here, we can see the desolate God’s eye’s
location from about eight thousand meters down.”The old man hurriedly
said.

‘When Qin Yu heard this, he couldn’t help but raise his eyebrows and
said, “Since you know the desolate God’s Eye’s location, why didn’t you
take it for yourself?”

The elder smiled bitterly and said, “The pressure under the sea is
immense. Even if I use a secret technique, I would not be able to
withstand it. If I were to forcefully take the desolate divine eye, I’m
afraid that I would be crushed into meat paste.”

“Lwanted to leave temporarily to search for a protective dharma treasure,
but I did not expect to meet Senior…”

Chapter 1118: Chapter 1,118, Ancient Sect, divine firmament

sect?

Qin Yu nodded slightly when he heard the elder’s words.

‘The pressure under the sea was indeed great. Even Qin Yu could not

withstand it, much less an ordinary martial saint.
“Why would the desolate divine eye hide under the sea?”Qin Yu could
not help but mutter softly.

Could it be that it was as he thought? The world back then had long since
sunk under the sea?

“Treally want to go down and explore,”Qin Yu thought to himself.



However, with his current body, even if he risked his life, he would not
be able to dive too deep. Therefore, he could only temporarily give up.
“Follow me down and find the desolate divine eye,”Qin Yu said to the
old man.

The old man had long lost the will to resist and immediately nodded in
agreement.

Following that, the old man took the lead and dived into the water. Qin
Yu followed closely behind.

The two of them kept diving into the sea, causing the pressure on their
bodies to increase.

When they dived down to about 8,000 meters, the old man could no
longer bear it.

His entire body was slightly distorted by the pressure of the sea, and his
mind was on the verge of collapse.

“Senior, I’ve reached my limit…”the old man said in pain.

“The desolate divine eye is about a thousand meters below. Senior,
please take it yourself…”

Qin Yu did not make things difficult for him. With his physical body, he
was indeed unable to take another step down.
“Alright, I understand,”Qin Yu replied.

Following that, Qin Yu’s body emitted a golden light.

With the augmentation of the saintly body technique, the pressure of the
sea water instantly decreased by a lot.



Qin Yu carried this pressure and continued to dive downwards.

He released his divine sense and covered the surrounding waters,
searching for the desolate divine eye.

Unlike what he had imagined, the desolate divine eye did not emit any
light. The surroundings were pitch black. It was not as easy as he had
imagined to find the desolate divine eye.

Qin Yu used the water avoidance art and then used his spiritual fire to
rely on this glimmer of light to find the desolate divine eye’s location.

According to the distance that the old man said, Qin Yu explored about a
thousand meters before stopping.

“It should be around here,”Qin Yu said in a low voice.

Under the sea, Qin Yu’s divine sense could not cover too far, so he had
to rely on the naked eye to find it.

Fortunately, the location that the old man gave him was not too far off.
Qin Yu found a hibiscus box about a thousand meters below the sea.

The box looked like it had been there for a long time. To Qin Yu’s

surprise, the Hibiscus box did not rot under the sea water. In fact, it was
in perfect condition.

Qin Yu had no time to think. He reached out his hand and grabbed the
hibiscus box. Then, he sped up.

He arrived at the shore. The old man was still standing on the shore and
did not leave.

When he saw Qin Yu coming ashore, the old man hurriedly walked over.



“Why haven’t you left?”Qin Yu frowned and asked.

‘The old man cupped his hands and said, “Senior, although this desolate
God’s eye is not fated with me, I am here for the desolate God’s eye after

all. Therefore, I still want to see the true appearance of the desolate
God’s eye. Please agree, senior.”
Qin Yu glanced at him and then nodded.

He took out the hibiscus box and slowly opened it in front of their eyes.

‘The moment the box was opened, a faint light was emitted from it.

This desolate God’s eye was not an eyeball. At a glance, it looked like a
bead.

“Is this the desolate God’s Eye?”Qin Yu frowned and asked.

The elder said excitedly, “That’s right, it is exactly the same as in the
records! The desolate God’s eye is hidden here!”

Looking at the bead in the box, Qin Yu frowned and asked, “How should

I use the desolate God’s Eye?”

The old man quickly said, “According to the records, the desolate God’s
eye needs to recognize its owner with blood.”

He stared at the desolate God’s eye with greed in his eyes.

Qin Yu glanced at him and said, “Thank you very much. This desolate
God’s eye is mine. If there’s a chance in the future, I will definitely
compensate you.”

‘The old man hurriedly cupped his hands and said, “Senior, you’re too
kind. Everything is fated. I have no fate with this item.”



This made Qin Yu slightly surprised.

He looked at the old man and said, “How did you know that the desolate

divine eye is hidden here?”

The old man explained, “This is a map left behind by our sect.”

“Sect? What sect are you from?”Qin Yu asked in surprise.

‘The old man did not dare to hide it and quickly said, “Senior, I am from

the Divine Firmament sect. I am the 35th generation successor of the
Divine Firmament sect. My Name Is Wang Zhou.”
“Divine firmament sect?”A hint of shock flashed across Qin Yu’s face.

“One of the branches of the three talisman sects?”

The old man quickly shook his head and said, “We are considered a

branch of the divine firmament sect. We are still different from the real

divine firmament sect. The real divine firmament sect has long
disappeared.”
Qin Yu was even more shocked.

Qin Yu had heard of the divine firmament sect before. It was said that it
was one of the three talisman sects that was passed down in the Northern
Song dynasty. It was evolved from the Celestial Master Dao, and the five
Thunder Talisman that it cultivated was famous throughout the world.
He did not expect that the old man in front of him actually had a myriad
of connections with the divine firmament sect.

“In other words… you guys are evolved from the divine firmament
sect?”Qin Yu asked.



‘Wang Zhou nodded and said, “To be precise, it’s a sect that has
degenerated from the divine firmament sect. The real divine firmament
sect might have escaped into the holy region.”

Qin Yu nodded slightly.

Back then, the divine firmament sect’s five thunder talisman was famous
for a while, so it couldn’t have disappeared just like that.

“Then do you know the Five Thunder Talisman?”Qin Yu continued.

Wang Zhou smiled bitterly and said, “I’ve only learned the basics. It’s far
from the legendary five Thunder Talisman.”

Qin Yu nodded and then said with a smile, “The holy region will be
opened very soon. You might be able to head to the holy region and find
the real divine firmament sect.”

“Lhope so,”Wang Zhou said with a wry smile.

Qin Yu did not say anything more. He took out the desolate divine eye
and planned to use the old man’s method to bind it with blood.

The desolate divine eye emitted a weak light in Qin Yu’s palm. Qin Yu
forced out a drop of blood essence from his glabella and sent it toward
the desolate divine eye..

Chapter 1119: Chapter 1119, peering into the world beneath

the sea!



The moment the blood essence entered the desolate God’s eye, it
immediately emitted an extremely dazzling light!
This light was almost incandescent as it shot towards Qin Yu’s glabella!

“Swoosh!”

The light pierced through Qin Yu’s glabella and directly entered his
mind!

In an instant, Qin Yu’s mind seemed to explode. His brain was in
excruciating pain. The intense pain caused Qin Yu’s eyes to tun scarlet

red, as though his eyeballs were about to explode!
“Ah…”Qin Yu’s mouth emitted a painful wail. He half-knelt on the
ground, his entire mind spinning!
This kind of pain was close to divine sense. Even his primordial spirit
was throbbing at this moment!

Wang Zhou, who was at the side, was also greatly shocked when he saw
this. He took two steps back with some vigilance, staring fixedly at Qin
Yu who was curled up on the ground!

This kind of pain did not know how long it lasted, and Qin Yu’s spirit

was almost about to wither.

If Wang Zhou attacked now, Qin Yu would not be able to resist at all!

Fortunately, Wang Zhou did not intend to attack. He just stood there and
watched quietly.

The light entered Qin Yu’s mind. A few minutes later, a ray of light
flashed between Qin Yu’s brows.

The lingering pain also began to slowly disappear.



At this moment, Qin Yu was covered in sweat. The clothes on his body
were also drenched in sweat.

He slowly stood up from the ground and touched his body with lingering
fear.

Fortunately, nothing happened.

“Senior, are you okay?”Wang Zhou walked forward and asked.

Qin Yu looked at Wang Zhou and shook his head. “I don’t feel
anything.”

He tried to feel the space between his eyebrows, but he only felt that the
space between his eyebrows was hot.

Qin Yu’s mind moved, and a light immediately lit up between his
eyebrows.

And this light was the desolate God’s eye!

“Desolate God’s eye, it really is the desolate God’s eye!”Wang Zhou said

with some excitement.

‘With the support of the desolate God’s eye, Qin Yu’s vision could
penetrate tens of thousands of miles, and he could even see through the
world under the sea!

“This…”Qin Yu could not help but be stunned.

It seemed that Wang Zhou was right. This desolate God’s eye was really
a holy item!



Following that, Qin Yu swept his gaze around. He felt as if he had the
Golden Eyes of fire, almost piercing through this space!

“With the desolate God’s eye, won’t I be able to see what is hidden under
the sea?”Qin Yu was pleasantly surprised!

Thinking of this, Qin Yu could not help but turn around and cupped his
hands towards Wang Zhou.

“Thank you!”Qin Yu said sincerely.

‘Wang Zhou said with slight fear, “Senior, you are too polite. I was just
pushing the boat along with the current.”

Qin Yu could not help but smile bitterly and said, “If you want to talk
about senior, I should call you senior. Regardless of age or knowledge,
you are above me.”

‘This made Wang Zhou somewhat surprised.

He sized up Qin Yu from head to toe, as if guessing Qin Yu’s age.

Qin Yu said, “I’m only in my early thirties. How can I be called a

Senior?”

“Early thirties? You have such a cultivation in your early thirties?”Wang

Zhou was even more surprised.

His disciple beside him exclaimed, “You can’t be that Qin Yu, right?”

“You’ve heard of me?”Qin Yu said in surprise.



“So you are the famous Qin Yu. My eyes are poor.”Wang Zhou cupped

his hands again.

Qin Yu hurriedly returned the bow and said, “I owe you a favor. I will
definitely repay the favor of the desolate God’s eye in the future.”

“Are you serious?”Wang Zhou asked in surprise.

Qin Yu was stunned for a moment before saying, “I’ll do as I say.”

‘Wang Zhou said with some embarrassment, “I really have something to
ask of you.”

“Feel free to say it.”Qin Yu nodded.

‘Wang Zhou said in a deep voice, “The divine firmament sect is affiliated
to the divine firmament sect, but now there are only the two of US left in

the entire sect. It has always been the wish of the two of us to belong to
the divine firmament sect and become its disciple.”
“Now that the Holy Region has opened, if there’s a chance, I would like
to ask Mr. Qin to help me find the divine firmament sect!”

Qin Yu was stunned and could not help but smile bitterly. “You think too
highly of me. The holy region is vast and boundless, and there are many
top-notch martial artist. I might not have the ability.”
Upon saying this, Qin Yu paused for a moment before he continued, “Of
course, if I have the chance, I will definitely pay a visit to the divine
firmament sect.”

“Thank you.”Wang Zhou nodded slightly.

‘The two of them did not stay any longer. After chatting for a while, they
left the place.



Qin Yu did not waste any time either. He looked at the surface of the sea,
intending to go under the sea to investigate.

No one knew if the sea was as Qin Yu had guessed. There was another
world under the sea.

But before heading to the saint-level, Qin Yu had to figure it out.

“With my body, it shouldn’t be a problem for me to sink down to ten

thousand meters,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

If he were to forcefully dive down, he could even reach fifteen thousand
meters. But that was definitely the limit of his body.

Now that he had the desolate divine eye, he could observe a very long
distance under the sea. He might be able to discover something.

Qin Yu did not waste any more time. He immediately dove into the sea
and sank down.

After reaching a distance of 10,000 meters under the sea, Qin Yu could
already feel the pressure under the sea.

He did not dare to be negligent. He immediately used his azure wood
body and continued diving.

With the support of the Azure Wood body, Qin Yu reached a distance of
more than 10,000 meters under the sea.

‘The immense pressure around him caused cracks to appear on his body.

“This is already my limit.”Qin Yu looked at his body. At this moment,
cracks were beginning to appear on his azure wood body. Once the azure
wood body shattered, the pressure could instantly crush Qin Yu into meat



paste.
As such, Qin Yu’s body floated there. Following that, with a thought, he
activated his desolate God’s eye and looked down.

The instant he activated his desolate God’s eye, Qin Yu’s glabella
immediately lit up.. His eyes looked down thousands of meters!

Chapter 1120: Chapter 1120, the birth of a mighty figure!

With the aid of the desolate God’s eye, Qin Yu’s line of sight penetrated
the darkness of the sea, looking down at a distance of 1,000 meters!

‘What surprised Qin Yu was that even with the aid of the desolate God’s
eye, his line of sight could not reach too far.

Through the desolate God’s eye, he seemed to have discovered faint
traces of humanity under the sea!

“Oh?*Qin Yu’s pupils constricted as he stared down.

However, his vision was too blurry. He could only see a vague outline.

This outline was vague, like a mirage. Qin Yu did not dare to be sure.

“If I get closer, I will definitely be able to see clearly!”Qin Yu gritted his
teeth and said in a low voice.

He took a deep breath and controlled his body to sink down again.

“Bang Bang!”



At this moment, cracks started to appear on Qin Yu’s Green Wood True

Body, and it was on the verge of shattering at any moment!

“crack!”

With a crisp sound, the green wood true body finally couldn’t take it
anymore!

“Not good!”

Qin Yu’s face was filled with horror. He hurriedly circulated his spiritual
power and quickly swam upwards!

He swam up for several hundred meters in one breath before the cracks
on his body started to ease up. Then, it slowly stopped.

Qin Yu looked at the Golden and green light that was about to shatter on
his body. He could not help but feel a lingering fear.

“That was close…’Qin Yu wiped the sweat that was dripping from his
forehead.

If he was a step slower, this azure wood true body would probably
completely explode!

At that time, he would definitely die. He reckoned that even his
primordial spirit would not be able to escape!

Qin Yu’s eyes stared downwards as he said in a low voice, “What a pity.
I was just one step away…”

It was a pity that time was too short. Otherwise, Qin Yu could have tried
to raise his azure wood true body’s realm before continuing to sink.



However, there was not much time left for Qin Yu. He could only enter
seclusion as soon as possible and try to break through.

“I don’t know how long it will take to break through this time. If there
really is a world under the sea, it will exist for many years without
anyone paying attention to it. There’s no rush, Qin Yu thought to himself.
It would be a good choice to go down and explore it after his strength had
increased.

Therefore, Qin Yu didn’t think too much about it.

He rose hundreds of meters again and found a suitable location. He took
out the heaven origin pill from the spatial divine weapon and prepared to
break through.
Dozens of heaven origin pills were in Qin Yu’s spatial divine weapon.
As Qin Yu’s divine sense moved, he stuffed the pills into his mouth one
by one.

Surging Spiritual Qi surged out from his Dantian and then spread
throughout his body.

Qin Yu activated his mental cultivation method and began his seclusion
this time.

In the outside world, no one knew that Qin Yu had already entered

seclusion.

‘The Heaven Gate was quiet and peaceful. All the disciples were
cultivating methodically.

Now that Qin Yu was famous throughout the world, the Heaven Gate
naturally rose with him.

On this day.



Pavilion master suddenly appeared in the sky above the Heaven Gate.

Jiang he immediately noticed pavilion master’s figure. He opened his
eyes, and with a shake of his feet, he instantly appeared in front of
Pavilion Master.
“Ji Yuhong, why are you here?”Jiang he asked quietly.

Pavilion master slightly bowed to Jiang he, and then slowly said, “Qin
Yu is in closed-door cultivation.”

“Oh?”Jiang he was slightly surprised.

Pavilion master slightly sighed and said, “Qin Yu offended a sleeping
mighty figure on Cloud Dragon Island. This must be a disaster.”

“At this time, Qin Yu is in closed-door cultivation. It is very likely that
he will lead the disaster to the Heaven Gate.”

Jiang he also said with a slightly solemn expression, “That’s right. If we
can’t find Qin Yu, the Heaven Gate will be the first to bear the Brunt.”
“Then you came here… to protect the Heaven Gate?”Jiang he asked in
surprise.

Pavilion master shook his head and said, “With my strength, I’m not

worth mentioning in front of a mighty figure.”

“Then what are you doing?”Jiang he was even more puzzled.

Pavilion master smiled and said, “There will always be someone who
wants to be a lobbyist. I’ll think of a way to stop him from killing the

innocent.”
“Can you persuade him?”Jiang he shook his head.

“T don’t know. Ihave to try, “pavilion master said indifferently.



“Even if I can’t persuade him, I can guarantee that I will treat the injured
at the first opportunity.”

Hearing this, Jiang he couldn’t help but sigh and say, “Ji Yuhong, are
you Qin Yu’s nanny? You are really meticulous.”

In this regard, pavilion master didn’t express his position. He just smiled
and didn’t say anything.

‘The day of the Almighty’s birth was getting closer and closer, so the
time left for Qin Yu was naturally getting shorter and shorter.

Under the sea, Qin Yu’s body was shrouded in darkness. Naturally, it
was not just the sun and moon.

He could only activate his mental cultivation method to raise his
cultivation base as quickly as possible.

However, even with the support of circulating his mental cultivation
method, Qin Yu’s speed was still very slow.

For a whole three days, Qin Yu had only absorbed eighteen heavenly
origin pills.

The internal Qi in his body was soaring rapidly. However, he was still
quite a distance away from the middle stage of the martial saint stage.
Qin Yu’s special physique had caused him to consume a huge amount of
spiritual qi. If it was an ordinary person, these eighteen heavenly origin
pills would be enough to allow him to step into the intermediate stage of
the martial saint stage.
At this moment, on the Cloud Dragon Island.

Yun Long was kneeling at the entrance of a cave. He was quietly waiting
for the birth of this mighty figure.



Another two days passed.

‘The Cloud Dragon Island, which had always been quiet, suddenly
erupted with lightning and thunder. The surface of the sea was filled with
raging waves.
‘The sudden arrival of the heavy rain seemed to indicate that something
extraordinary was going to happen today.

Cloud Dragon raised his head and looked at the dark clouds in the sky.

The heavy rain fell on his face and rolled down his cheeks.

“Boom!”

At this moment, there was a loud sound in the sky. It was a bolt of
lightning that cut through the dark sky!

‘The huge cave in front of him also began to rumble. Huge Rocks rolled
down!

Kacha

Countless rocks shattered in an instant. Finally, the cave could not
withstand the pressure and exploded!

Another bolt of lightning!

Under the weak light of the lightning, Yun long clearly saw a figure

walking out from the ruins of the cave!

This person had a hunched figure, but he had the bearing of an emperor.
He had the aura of a tiger that could swallow ten thousand miles!
Finally, all the internal Qi calmed down, and the heavy rain stopped.



“Welcome master to the world!”Yun long knelt on the ground and
shouted repeatedly!

Chapter 1121: Chapter 1,121, the pavilion master’s words

After half a month, this mighty figure had finally appeared.

He took a deep breath and raised his head to the sky to sigh: ‘Finally,
finally walked out from the sea

At that moment, he suddenly turned to look at Yun long and said in a
cold voice: “Have you found out anything about that brat?”

Yun long quickly said: “Please Rest assured master, I have already found
out that this person’s name is Qin Yu and he is in the fire country.”
“Alright.”The mighty figure placed his hands behind his back as he
snorted coldly.

“Follow me to the fire country, to Pyro.”

“We can use this person to announce that our Tian Zong has returned!”

“Yes!”

That night.

The news of a mighty figure being bom spread out on the martial arts
forum.

Late at night, Tian Ji Zi announced on the Martial Arts Forum:



A mighty figure was born today, and his name is Tian Zong. He will
arrive in the fire country in a few days to look for Qin Yu.

The news had already been spread, and the entire martial arts forum was

in an uproar.

One had to know that the mighty figure had long disappeared from this
world, and now that a mighty figure had suddenly appeared, it could be
said to be earth-shattering!
“There’s actually a mighty figure in this world? Even a mighty figure has
appeared? Looks like the holy region this time has attracted a lot of

people.”
“Why is the first thing that a mighty figure does when he appears is to
look for Qin Yu?”

“Qin Yu can be said to be the number one person in this world. If we
don’t look for him, who else would we look for?”

‘This time, I’m Afraid Qin Yu will really be in trouble. That’s a mighty
figure. No matter how strong Qin Yu is, he won’t be able to fight against
a mighty figure.”
There were many different opinions, and they discussed it for almost an
entire night.

Looking at the news on the martial arts forum, Ye Qing couldn’t help but
sigh.

“These past few years really haven’t been peaceful…”

Back then, although the Jingdu martial arts association was dominant, on
the surface, it was calm and peaceful.

Ever since Qin Yu appeared, the entire martial arts world seemed to have
changed.



Martial Saints emerged endlessly, and now, even mighty figures had
emerged.

A mighty figure, even the country could not step forward to stop him.

Because the strength of a mighty figure was too powerful! It was not
inferior to any hot weapons of the current era.

Heaven Gate.

Pavilion Master had also been trying to break through these few days.

With the strange flower left behind by Qin Yu, it would not be difficult
for him to become a martial saint.

“Qin Yu, Get Out Here!”

At this moment, an explosive shout came from outside!

The sound was like rolling thunder and it shook the entire Heaven Gate
until it buzzed!

The disciples who were weaker were even shaken until the world spun
and they fell to the ground, unable to get up!

Pavilion master suddenly opened his eyes and said in a low voice, “They
are here.”

Jiang he also stepped out of the gate and walked out of the mountain
gate.

He saw an old man and a young man standing at the entrance of the
Heaven Gate.

The young man was arrogant and angry.



The old man had his hands behind his back. His internal Qi was as calm
as water, but it was so deep that people couldn’t see through it.

“Why didn’t Qin Yu come out?Why did an old man and a woman come

out?-Yun long scolded.

Tian Zong said indifferently, “Yun long, don’t be rude.”

Hearing this, Yun long retreated to the side.

Pavilion master walked forward, cupped his hands and said, “Greetings,
senior.”

Tian Zong said indifferently, “No need to talk nonsense. Let Qin Yu
come out.”

Pavilion master smiled and said, “Senior Tian Zong, Qin Yu is not in the
Heaven Gate. I’m afraid it will be a little difficult for you to see him

today.”
Before Tian Zong could speak, pavilion master continued, “Before Qin

Yu left, he said that you are an almighty with high moral standing and a
well-known reputation. I think you will not make things difficult for his
disciples. After all, there is a head for grievances and there is a head for
debts.”
These words made Tian Zong, who was about to flare up, unable to back
down.

Tian Zong sized up pavilion master and said indifferently, ‘I’m afraid

that these words were not said by Qin Yu. It was you who said it.”

“Senior, you are wise. However, I think that these are also the words
from Qin Yu’s heart, ‘pavilion master said with a smile.



Tian Zong closed his eyes slightly and said indifferently, “It’s useless to
say these words. I will never stop until I find Qin Yu. Similarly, in order
to find him, it is not impossible to use some extraordinary means.”
Pavilion master hurriedly smiled and said, “Senior Tian Zong, Qin Yu
will return very soon. Moreover… I think a big shot like you won’t take

it out on US juniors. Otherwise, won’t you be ridiculed by the world?”
“You are, after all, the only almighty in the present realm. How could

you ruin your reputation because of a few lives that are not worth
mentioning?”
These words were said with great standards. Not only did they flatter
Tian Zong, they also made Tian Zong have no reason to make a move.

He glanced at pavilion master and said indifferently, “What a sharp

tongue.”

“Senior, you’re joking, It’s because senior is calm. Otherwise, no matter
what I say, I can’t Change Your Mind.”Pavilion master laughed.

“Hahaha!”Tian Zong couldn’t help but laugh loudly.

He said indifferently, “Alright, I’ll give you this face! But you have to
tell me when Qin Yu can come back. I Can’t wait for him forever,
right?”

Pavilion master thought for a moment and said, “Within ten days.”

“Too long.’Tian Zong shook his head.

‘Tll only give him three days.”

Pavilion master frowned slightly, but she did not panic. Instead, she
continued, “Senior, the path of cultivation is dull and long, and you
haven’t appeared for a long time.Why Don’t you take this opportunity to



roam the mortal world?”
These words undoubtedly touched the heart of Tian Zong.

Tian Zong, who had been sealed for a thousand years, was indeed
somewhat infatuated with the mortal world.

He sized up pavilion master and said indifferently, ‘Alright, I’ll give you
five days.”

“If I don’t see Qin Yu in five days, don’t blame me for being impolite.”

Pavilion master knew that five days was his limit, so he did not continue
to be involved.

“Senior, please take a seat. I will instruct someone to prepare a meal for
you,”pavilion master said.

“After the meal, I will personally arrange the next five daysjourney for
you. I guarantee that you will be satisfied.”

“Okay!”Tian Zong waved his hand and stepped into the Heaven Gate.

Only after he had walked far away did pavilion master let out a sigh of
relief.

“You really have some skills.’Jiang he could not help but sigh.

Pavilion master did not respond to this, but said: “Immediately get
someone to arrange the food, go to the nightclub to find a few women to

accompany him..

Chapter 1122: Chapter 1,122. The time had come



Jiang he nodded slightly. He could not help but feel some admiration for
the pavilion master’s methods.

Tian Zong had temporarily moved into the Heaven Gate. With the

Pavilion Master’s hard work, he was able to temporarily keep the Heaven
Gate safe.

In the next few days, Tian Zong spent most of his time in the mortal

world, living quite happily.

Everyone could not help but be greatly shocked by this. They had
originally thought that it would be a massacre, but never had they
imagined that it would end up like this.
“Could it be that the two of them have reconciled? Tian Zong has joined

the Heaven Gate?”

“How is that possible? Tian Zong is a mighty figure.Why would he take

a fancy to a small Heaven Gate?”

“[heard that it was the pavilion master of the Medicine God Pavilion
who was meddling in the matter that caused Tian Zong to not make a
move. I don’t know where Qin Yu has gone to, but he’s temporarily not
at the Heaven Gate.”
“That’s right. Tian Zong gave the heaven gate five days. If Qin Yu
doesn’t return in five days, there will definitely be a big fight.”

On the surface, it seemed calm and peaceful, but in reality, the entire
Heaven Gate was in a state of panic.

In the blink of an eye, three days had passed.

In the pavilion master’s room, Jiang he said in a deep voice, “There are
only two days left. Can Qin Yu return before then?”



“I don’t know. No one can guarantee such a thing.”The pavilion master
took a deep breath.

Jiang he said in a deep voice, “If Qin Yu still doesn’t show up after five

days, what should we do?”

A trace of worry appeared on the Pavilion Master’s face.

Not everything could be under control, so she didn’t know what to do.

“Let’s take it one step at a time. I will try my best to stall him, “said the
pavilion master.

The entire Heaven Gate was divided into an extremely uneasy
atmosphere.

Tian Zong, on the other hand, was living quite comfortably. He had
delicious food and beautiful women by his side, so he was living an
extremely happy life.
“Lhaven’t enjoyed such a life for a long time. This is really a perfect
era,”Tian Zong couldn’t help but sigh.

How could there be so many things to enjoy a thousand years ago?

“Master, that Qin Yu…”Yun long opened his mouth as if he wanted to

remind Tian Zong.

Tian Zong said lightly, “Don’t worry, I Won’t forget. He stole the
strange flower. He must die.”

Yun long heaved a sigh of relief, and a trace of resentment flashed across
his face.



“He, Qin Yu, has played me many times. I absolutely can not let him
off!”Yun long gnashed his teeth and said.

Under the Clear Bay’s seabed.
Qin Yu had already swallowed over forty heavenly origin pills.

These forty over Sky origin pills had finally allowed Qin Yu to touch the
edge of the middle stage of the martial saint stage.

“According to this progress, I should be able to break through to the
middle stage of the martial saint stage within five pills.”Qin Yu took a
deep breath.
He raised his head and looked up, saying in a low voice, “I don’t know
how much time has passed. Hopefully… that mighty figure has not

appeared yet.”
In order to save time, Qin Yu stuffed all five heavenly origin pills into
his mouth, preparing to break through in one go.

Soon, it was the evening of the fourth day. There were only a few hours

left before the time agreed upon by Pavilion Master and Tian Zong.

“Tm afraid it will be very difficult for Qin Yu to rush back,”Jiang he said
in a deep voice.

Pavilion master nodded and said, “A few hours. Just this part of the
journey alone is not enough time.”

“What should we do? Even if we join forces, we definitely won’t be a
match for him,”Jiang he said in a low voice.

Right now, they couldn’t find anyone they could ask for help from. A
mighty figure was simply too terrifying. He was a figure that stood above



the current era. It was simply a blow that could reduce dimensions.
“Chang Mang is here.”

At this moment, Xu Huaigu walked in. Behind him was a muscular man

that looked like an iron tower.

“Greetings, pavilion master. Greetings, senior Jiang He.”Chang Mang
cupped his hands.

Jiang he frowned and said, “Why are you here at this time? Don’t you

know…”

“Lonly came because I knew!”Chang Mang scolded.

“Isn’t it almost time? As Qin Yu’s brother, how can I sit idly by!”

Hearing Chang Mang’s words, pavilion master didn’t know whether to

laugh or cry.

“Chang Mang, do you know who that Tian Zong is?”Pavilion master
said helplessly.

“I don’t care who he is! At most, I will fight him. where is he?”Chang
Mang said as he rolled up his sleeves.

Everyone in the room could not help but laugh.

“Chang Mang, thank you for your kindness, but there is no need to make
such a meaningless sacrifice.”Pavilion master shook his head.

Chang Mang opened her mouth, but just as she was about to speak,
pavilion master waved her hand and said, “Don’t worry, I’ve already
thought of a countermeasure.”
With that, pavilion master took out her cell phone and made a call.



This call was made to Xia hang.

She said over the phone, “Xia hang, immediately arrange for someone to
post on the martial arts forum.”

Pavilion master spent more than ten minutes to explain to Xia hang.

After making this call, pavilion master opened the Martial Arts Forum
and waited for the news.

“What does this mean?”Jiang he asked doubtfully.

Pavilion master glanced at Jiang he and only said four words, “People’s
words are terrible.”

Jiang he seemed to understand pavilion master’s intention. He said with
some worry, “To mighty figures, you and I are both ants.”

“Moreover, the holy region is about to open. Why would Tian Zong care

about what the people in the world say?”

Pavilion master smiled and said, “Since he promised to give me five days,
it means that he cares and cares very much.”

Soon, one post after another appeared on the martial arts forum.

Most of these posts were about Tian Zong’s benevolence and the state of
mind of a mighty figure.

“A mighty figure is a mighty figure. He is completely different from a

martial saint. At least, he would not harm the innocent!”

“Yes, this is the state of mind of an ancient mighty figure. How can it be

compared to those martial saints?”



“How about an ancient mighty figure? They are all lofty figures like the

stars! To be able to get to know such a figure is a lifetime’s fortune!”

Jiang he frowned and said, “Is that enough?”

“Of course not.”Pavilion master shook his head.

“have made arrangements in advance. A few days ago, I asked the
heaven gate disciples to deliberately spread similar words to express their
admiration for Tian Zong. I think Tian Zong must have heard about it

long ago.”
Jiang he could not help but be dumbstruck when he heard it.

Such a method was simply unheard of to Jiang he..

Chapter 1123:Chapter 1,123, the Reckless Chang Mang

Chang Mang, who was standing at the side, was even more boorish. He
was confused by what he heard.
‘Tl go find him now, ‘said pavilion master.

‘Tl go with you!”Chang Mang said hurriedly.

Pavilion master glanced at Chang Mang and said, “You have a rough
personality and can easily ruin things. It’s better for you to stay.”
“No!”Chang Mang was extremely determined.

“Qin Yu said that you are his benefactor and that you are my benefactor.
Since he is not here, I must protect your safety!”

Pavilion master opened her mouth and was speechless for a moment.



She could not persuade Chang Mang and could only nod her head and
agree.

Hence, the two of them walked towards Tian Zong’s room.

Tian Zong seemed to have expected pavilion master to come. Hence, he
had asked Yun Long to wait at the door in advance.

Yun Long’s face was dark and cold. He was different from Tian Zong.
Tian Zong would be infatuated with the mortal world, but Yun Long
would not. All he could think about was killing and revenge.

In Yun Long’s opinion, if it were not for the pavilion master’s
interference, the Heaven Gate would have already become a river of
blood by now.

This also caused Yun long to have no good face for the pavilion master.

“Is senior Tian Zong Here?*The pavilion master asked, somewhat
knowing the answer.

Yun long replied coldly, “Of course, My master already expected you to
come.”

Hearing this, pavilion master nodded slightly and was about to enter.

At this moment, Yun long stood in front of Pavilion Master.

He looked at pavilion master coldly and said, “Bitch, I’m warning you.
You’d better not give my master any more bewitching soup, or else… Ill

definitely kill you!”

‘Little B * stard, didn’t your mother teach you how to be an upright

person? You’re a dignified seven feet tall man, yet you call others master?



Your F * cking brain is filled with SH * t, right?*Chang Mang at the side
immediately cursed.
Yun Long’s face turned black, and he said coldly, “Who are you to have

the right to shout in front of me?”

“Tm your father! Why Don’t you try competing again?*Chang Mang
took a step forward, and his fierce face also shook.

Yun Long’s body was emitting a faint anger.

“Kid, are you courting death? Do you really think I don’t dare to kill

you?”Yun Long said coldly.

“Come, come, come. If you don’t F * cking come, you’re My
Son!”Chang Mang rolled up his sleeves and walked toward Yun long.

“Chang Mang, don’t Be Rude!*Pavilion master hurriedly stretched out
his hand to stop Chang Mang.

Although Chang Mang was a boorish person, he still respected pavilion
master quite a lot, so he stopped at this point.

“Kid, I will remember you,’Yun Long said gloomily.

Chang mang sneered, “If you don’t remember your own father, will it
work?”

“YOU MOTHERE * cker…”

“YOU MOTHERE * cker!”Yun long hadn’t finished scolding when he
was rebuked by Chang Mang.

Seeing that the two of them were about to fight at any time, Tian Zong’s

voice came from the room.



“Yun Long, let them in, “Tian Zong said.

Yun long suppressed his anger and moved aside.

Chang Mang snorted. He followed behind the pavilion master and Strode
into Tian Zong’s room.

After entering the room, tea had been brewed on the table.

‘What was more surprising was that there was a television hanging on the
wall. The television was broadcasting an indescribable scene.

“Old Pervert, “Chang Mang couldnt help but curse in his heart.

Tian Zong stretched out his hand and poured a cup of tea for pavilion
master.

“Tomorrow is the agreed date. What reason do you have to stop

me?“Tian Zong said indifferently.

Pavilion master smiled lightly and said, “Senior Tian Zong, of course I
have no reason to stop you. After all, this is an agreement between you
and me.”

‘Oh?”This made Tian Zong somewhat surprised.

At this moment, pavilion master changed the topic and smiled, “Since
ancient times, the Almighty Realm has been like a divine dragon in the

sky. No matter which generation, it is an existence that surpasses the
people of the world. It is even worshipped as a god.”
“You should also know that in the hearts of martial artists, the Almighty
Realm has always been filled with a mysterious radiance, mysterious,
and sacred.”



Tian Zong said indifferently, “So?”

Pavilion master smiled and said, “In the current era, the Almighty has not
appeared for many years. You are the only one, and also the only one
who truly let the world see the Almighty. In their hearts, you have long
been sacred and inviolable.”
Tian Zong laughed out loud. He was about to retort when pavilion master
continued, “This is not just nonsense. You can see for yourself.”

As he spoke, the pavilion master handed the phone to Tian Zong.

Tian Zong took the phone and glanced at the contents of the martial arts
forum, as well as the comments.

“Normally, you and Heaven Gate have irreconcilable conflicts, but even
so, the disciples of Heaven Gate still regard you as a god and are full of
admiration for you. I think you should have heard of it, “the pavilion
master continued.
Tian Zong took a sip of tea and did not speak.

“Senior Tian Zong, do you really have the heart to kill them? A bunch of

innocent people, a bunch of people who regard you as a god’s
idol.”Pavilion master went straight to the point.

Tian Zong glanced at pavilion master and said indifferently, “Since you
say that I am their god, then for the sake of God, isn’t it necessary to
sacrifice? Aren’t they willing to sacrifice their lives for God?”

‘When Chang Mang heard this, anger instantly filled his brain. He
opened his mouth and was about to speak when pavilion master hurriedly
grabbed his rough hand.

However, how could this escape the eyes of a mighty figure?



The killing intent that Chang Mang was emitting had long been captured
by Tian Zong’s eyes.

“You Want to kill me?*Tian Zong narrowed his eyes and said.

Pavilion master’s expression changed slightly. She hurriedly explained,
“Senior Tian Zong, he…”

“Shut up.”However, Tian Zong directly interrupted pavilion master’s

words.. After that, he continued to look at Chang Mang and said with a
cold tone, “You want to kill me?”

Chapter 1124:Chapter 1,124, the fourth transformation of the

nine transformation golden pill!

Chang Mang’s face was filled with anger. Even in the face of a mighty
figure, he did not have the slightest bit of fear.

‘The pavilion master at the side kept shaking his head at him, afraid that
Chang Mang would mess things up and cause Tian Zong to start a
massacre.
Chang Mang took a deep breath and suppressed the anger in his heart.

Following that, he took a step forward and said in a deep voice, “Senior
Tian Zong, as the saying goes, every injustice has its head, and every
debt has its owner. Even if you are a mighty figure, you should not at
least randomly kill the innocent.”
“Moreover, Qin Yu will come back very soon. He is definitely not
someone who will run away at the last minute.”



Tian Zong snorted coldly and said, “I have already waited for him for

five days. Do I have to wait for him for the rest of my life?”

Chang mang sneered and said, “Let me ask you, if Qin Yu is someone
who ran away at the last minute, do you think it will be useful to him if

you kill everyone in the Heaven Gate? He will also not come back.”
“If he wasn’t that kind of person, the result would be the same whether
you killed him or not. Even if you didn’t kill anyone, he would still come
back.”
“So What’s the use of you killing everyone? Other than causing trouble

for yourself and tarnishing your reputation, what other benefits do you
have?”
Although Chang Mang’s words were rude, there were details in them.
His words were not without reason.

Even the pavilion master didn’t expect such a rude person like Chang
Mang to say such words.

Tian Zong was silent for a moment. He didn’t make a sound for a long
time.

“If you start a massacre, guess what the people outside will say? Scold

Qin Yu? I reckon they’ll say that the Almighty realm is only

So-so,”Chang Mang continued.
Tian Zong slightly raised his brows and said, “Then what do you think
we should do?”

“What else can we do? Wait for Qin Yu to come back,’said Chang
Mang.

“What if he doesn’t come back? How long do I have to wait for

him?”Asked Tian Zong.



Chang Mang patted his chest and said, “If Qin Yu doesn’t come back in
three days, I’m willing to replace him.”

“Okay!”The Teacup in Tian Zong’s hand was heavily placed on the table.

He sized up Chang Mang and said, “I’l give you the last three days.”

“It’s a deal. Whoever goes back on his word is my son,”Chang Mang
said.

After saying this, Chang Mang turned around and left.

Pavilion master sat there with her mouth agape. She had never expected
that the negotiation this time would end like this.

Then, pavilion master hurriedly stood up and said goodbye to Tian Zong

before following him out.

“[ really didn’t expect that Tian Zong would actually be persuaded by
you, “Pavilion Master couldn’t help but sigh.

Chang Mang said with some pride, “That’s when people think that I,
Chang Mang, am stupid. In fact, I’m smarter than him!”

Hearing this, the pavilion master, who had always been serious, couldn’t
help but burst out laughing.

“Thave to say, you’ve rendered meritorious service this time.”Pavilion
master said.

“But… what if Qin Yu doesn’t return three days later?”

Chang Mang said, “Then I’ll exchange blows with him. It’s not a waste
of my life to be able to exchange blows with a mighty figure.”



Although he said it with ease, pavilion master was a little worried.

“Thope that in three days… Qin Yu can successfully break through,
“pavilion master said with a slight sigh.

At this time, Qin Yu had already swallowed five more sky origin pills.
The intermediate stage of the martial saint realm was right in front of
him.

Qin Yu did not delay at all as he swallowed another heavenly origin pill.

As this heavenly origin pill started to evaporate in his body, Qin Yu’s
realm also began to slowly rise.

“Finally!”Qin Yu’s eyes lit up and a trace of relief flashed across his
face.

He sat cross-legged on the ground and slowly felt the increase in his
strength.

From the early-stage of the martial saint realm to the intermediate stage

of the Martial Saint Realm, one did not need to go through the heavenly
tribulation. Therefore, Qin Yu did not feel any pressure in his heart.
“Buzz!”

As the primordial spirit in his body flickered with light, Qin Yu’s realm
had officially advanced from the early stage of the Martial Saint Realm to
the middle stage of the Martial Saint Realm!
He suddenly opened his eyes, and a dazzling light emitted from his eyes.

This light penetrated through the seawater and almost split the seawater
in half!

“Crack! Crack! Crack!”



Just as Qin Yu was about to get up, his body suddenly underwent a
transformation!

Cracking sounds burst out from all over his body, and his body was in
pain!

Qin Yu looked at his body in horror, and a trace of uneasiness flashed
across his heart!

“What… What’s going on?”Qin Yu said with a trembling voice.

This kind of fear towards the unknown made even Qin Yu Panic!

“Crack!”

With a crisp sound, Qin Yu’s body almost exploded!

Just as Qin Yu was at a loss, he suddenly thought of something!

Nine Transformation Golden Pill!

Qin Yu had once swallowed a nine transformation golden pill, and at that
time, Qin Yu had only completed the first three transformations!
One had to know that a nine transformation golden pill was very likely to
accompany a cultivator for a lifetime, and it would take a lifetime to
complete the nine transformations!
“Kacha!”

The flesh of the body continued to collapse, and fresh blood dyed the
seabed red.

This fresh blood also attracted countless sea creatures. They rushed
towards Qin Yu, but could not Shake Qin Yu’s flesh at all!



After that, the flesh began to slowly heal, but before the healing was
completed, it collapsed again!

“It really is the nine transformation golden pill!”At this moment, Qin Yu
confirmed his thoughts!

He never expected that the nine transformation golden pill would begin
its fourth transformation at this time!

“Get Well, get well, I need a strong physical body!”Qin Yu’s eyes
emitted a bright light!

“When I complete the fourth transformation of the nine transformation
Golden Pill, my physical body will definitely be on a higher level!”
“In this way, I will naturally have more confidence in fighting Tian
Zong!”

‘Thinking of this, Qin Yu closed his eyes slightly.

He used his divine sense to guide the fourth transformation of the nine
transformation golden pill.

His body broke down and reassembled under the sea.

Pieces of white bones flickered with sparkling light.

‘The white bones were like jade, sparkling and translucent, not stained by
dust.

The sound of popping could be heard under the sea. The temperature of
Qin Yu’s body kept rising, as if it was going to boil the sea water!
Countless sea creatures rushed towards Qin Yu. After their teeth broke,
they left dejectedly.



One day and one night.

Qin Yu’s fourth rotation continued.

At this moment, Qin Yu’s body had already been destroyed over 500
times..

Chapter 1125:Chapter 1,125, exit seclusion!

The fourth transformation of the nine transformation golden pill, even
Qin Yu did not know how long it would last.

He was slightly anxious in the bottom of his heart. He was afraid that he
would miss the birth of a mighty figure and cause the Heaven Gate to fall.
Time passed by minute by minute, but the fourth transformation still did
not stop.

At this time, Qin Yu’s physical body had already been destroyed and
reassembled nearly a thousand times. His physical body had already
reached an unimaginable level of strength.
In addition to the improvement of the Martial Saint Stage, Qin Yu’s
strength had undergone a qualitative change.

Even Qin Yu himself had not expected such a change. Such an
improvement could be said to have increased exponentially.

No wonder that mustache and tie Dan had said that the chaotic body
would enter a strong stage after stepping into the martial saint stage.
These words were true!
“No, we can’t continue.”Qin Yu frowned deeply.



He had a time calculation in his heart. According to this calculation, the
time of his closed-door cultivation was definitely more than five days.

Qin Yu would never allow others to be hurt because of his closed-door
cultivation.

Thinking of this, Qin Yu’s body emitted a golden light, preventing the
next collapse of his body.

He actually relied on his powerful spiritual power to forcefully stop the
fourth transformation of the Nine Transformation Golden Pill!

At this moment, Qin Yu’s body was emitting a divine might. The terror
of his physical body was beyond imagination.

Every inch of his skin seemed to be emitting rolling energy. This energy
fused with Qin Yu’s physical body, as if it was covered in a layer of
armor.

If one looked carefully, one could even see that his physical body was
mixed with a wisp of faintly discernible white qi.

Qin Yu lightly clenched his fist, and a thick and powerful energy flowed
out from his heart.

His body was filled with surging power. The strength of his strength
made Qin Yu feel extremely confident in his heart.

“According to my guess, after stepping into the intermediate stage of the
martial saint stage, he should be able to fight against a mighty figure.
Even if he loses, he won’t lose too badly,”Qin Yu said in a low voice.
“However, the power of the intermediate stage of the martial saint stage
has completely exceeded my expectations. Now that I’m fighting against

a mighty figure, I even have a trace of confidence.”



He did not say anything more. With a stomp of his foot, the entire sea
instantly stirred up a vortex!

That enormous power had shattered countless innocent creatures at the
bottom of the sea!

Soon, Qin Yu burst out from under the sea.

The entire sea surface instantly stirred up raging waves!

These sea water mugworts turned into water droplets in the air. It was as
if a heavy rain had fallen on the entire shore!

Qin Yu’s hair was wet from the sea water, and his clothes were also
stained with water.

He looked at his own body, and then his body emitted a burning heat.

Under this burning heat, the sea water was instantly evaporated.

“It’s time to go back. I wonder how the Heaven Gate is doing,”Qin Yu
said in a low voice.

He didn’t dare to waste any time and immediately rushed toward the
Heaven Gate.

‘At this moment, there was only one night left until the day Tian Zong set

the date.

Qin Yu had arrived at the Heaven Gate before this.

Standing at the entrance of the Heaven Gate, Qin Yu could clearly sense
a strange internal Qi.



This internal Qi was definitely not something that a martial saint could
release.

Even though he forcefully suppressed it, he could still feel the difference.

Qin Yu’s expression was cold. He activated his desolate divine eyes and
looked towards a certain room in the Heaven Gate.

This line of sight passed through the entire Heaven Gate and headed
straight for Tian Zong!

In the room, Tian Zong was watching television with great interest.

This could not help but cause Qin Yu to be slightly stunned.

“This mighty figure… is actually watching television?”Qin Yu did not
know whether to laugh or cry.

He had thought that it would be a bloodbath, but he did not expect it to be
such a scene.

Qin Yu retracted his desolate God’s eye. He was not in a hurry to find
Tian Zong. Instead, he rushed all the way to the pavilion master’s room.

In the room.

Pavilion master, Jiang He, and Chang Mang were all in the same room.

Other than Chang Mang, everyone else looked worried.

Only Chang Mang, who was caught up in the commotion, was eating an
apple and looking at his phone. From time to time, he would even laugh
out loud.



“Chang Mang, haven’t you considered running?”Jiang he walked up and
asked.

Chang Mang sneered, “Run? Since I was young, I, Chang Mang, don’t
know what running is!”

“aren’t you afraid of facing a mighty figure?”Jiang he couldn’t help but
ask.

Chang Mang put down the apple in his hand and said seriously, “Ever
since my mother passed away, I haven’t been afraid of anyone.”

When Jiang he heard this, he didn’t know whether it was a blessing or a

curse.

Facing a mighty figure, they didn’t have any countermeasures at all.

Creak

At this moment, the door was suddenly opened.

“Who? !”Chang Mang suddenly stood up, and a thick power instantly
erupted!

“Me.”Qin Yu pushed the door open and Strode in.

The moment he saw Qin Yu, Chang Mang was stunned, and then he said
with a face full of surprise, “Qin Yu? When did you come back?”

“Just now, “Qin Yu said.

“Theard your conversation. Chang Mang, you are really,



Even Qin Yu didn’t know how to describe Chang Mang for a moment.
This kid really didn’t know what fear was.

“Did you break through?”Pavilion master walked forward and asked.

Qin Yu nodded slightly, cupped his hands and said, “Pavilion Master,
you must have suffered a lot these few days. Tian Zong didn’t make

things difficult for you, right?”
“No, he has been cooped up in his room watching TV and cartoons every

day,”Chang Mang muttered.

Qin Yu opened his mouth and didn’t know what to say for a moment.

“I’s normal. To Tian Zong, everything is new, “pavilion master said.

“Let’s not talk about this anymore. Qin Yu, are you sure you can beat
him?”Jiang he walked forward and interrupted the reminiscence of the
past.

Qin Yu could not help but fall into silence.

After thinking for a moment, he said, “To be honest, when I was at the
early-stage of the martial saint realm, I could only endure for 18 minutes
even if I tried my best.”

“18 minutes?”Jiang he and the others looked at each other.

Qin Yu nodded. Then, he changed the topic and said, “However… that

Almighty’s strength should be above Tian Zong’s.”
After all, that was the true body of the handlebar mustache!
‘The handlebar mustache was extremely mysterious. He even had a way
to come to Earth from the Holy Region. It was definitely not something
Tian Zong could compare to!



“Moreover… Tian Zong has just been born. He has been sealed for many
years. I’m afraid that he won’t be able to display much of his strength.
Killing him shouldn’t be a problem,”Qin Yu said quietly..

Chapter 1126:Chapter 1,126, one finger of the heavens!

According to Qin Yu’s calculations, a newly-born mighty figure would
definitely not be able to display his full strength. Otherwise, he wouldn’t
have kept so many strange flowers.
“Fortunately, Tian Zong hasn’t started a massacre yet. Otherwise… the

consequences would really be unimaginable.”Qin Yu couldn’t help but
feel some lingering fear.
‘When a mighty figure displayed his might, even a newly born mighty
figure wouldn’t be able to stop him.

Qin Yu looked towards Tian Zong’s residence, his heart faintly filled
with the desire to fight.

However, he wasn’t in a hurry to make a move. Instead, he planned to
temporarily rest for a day.

During this period of seclusion, Qin Yu was indeed somewhat tired.

He returned to his room and lay on his bed, falling into a deep sleep.

‘The next morning.

Qin Yu stretched his body and rushed out of the room.

Then, his eyes shot out a sharp light and pointed straight at Tian Zong’s

room!



“Hiss!”

‘The sharp light was like a laser imagination, directly penetrating Tian
Zong’s room, brushing Tian Zong’s white hair and ruthlessly hitting the

TV!

“Who!”

Yun Long’s face changed greatly and he shouted with vigilance.

Tian Zong’s eyes also narrowed slightly.

He looked in the direction of Qin Yu, and a cold smile could not help but
appear on his face.

“Qin Yu, you have finally appeared,”Tian Zong said in a low voice.

“Qin Yu? He’s back? !”Yun Long was instantly overjoyed!

Before Tian Zong left the room, Yun Long had already shot out!

He smashed the wall, and his body emitted a white light. A terrifying

killing intent swept through the entire Heaven Gate!

Almost everyone in the Heaven Gate could feel the icy coldness on his
body!

“Qin Yu! ! !”yun long raised his head and roared furiously. His terrifying
internal Qi actually shattered the clouds in the sky!

Qin Yu pricked his ears and said with a frown, “What are you shouting

for? I’m not deaf.”



Yun Long glared at Qin Yu and said, “I’ve been waiting for you for a
long time, you despicable person!”

Qin Yu mocked, “If you’re stupid, don’t blame others for playing with
you.”

“You’re courting death!”Yun Long was furious. He waved his hand and
a beam of light shot towards Qin Yu!

Qin Yu’s large hand flashed and dispersed the beam of light.

“Let your master come out,”Qin Yu said quietly.

“Qin Yu, I’ve been waiting for you for an entire week.”At this moment,
Tian Zong’s figure floated over.

His figure was like a ghost, extremely fast.

Qin Yu put his hands behind his back and said indifferently, “Thank you
for being willing to wait for me. In order to repay you, I’ll leave you a
complete corpse.”
“What big words, “Tian Zong said coldly.

“Lwas kind enough to leave you on Cloud Dragon Island, but you stole
the strange flowers. Qin Yu, you’re really despicable.”

Qin Yu couldn’t help but sneer when he heard this. “Don’t make yourself
sound so great. If you didn’t want to kill me, I wouldn’t have come up
with this plan. I don’t need more than a hundred strange flowers at all.”
Tian Zong’s face turned cold.

He didn’t expect that his trick would be discovered by Qin Yu.



“No more nonsense. Let’s do it.”The Aura on Qin Yu’s body began to

rise.

‘When Tian Zong sensed the internal Qi on Qin Yu’s body, a trace of
surprise could not help but appear on his face.

“No wonder he hasn’t shown himself for so many days. He has gone into
seclusion,”Tian Zong said coldly.

His turbid eyes swept across Qin Yu’s body. With one glance, he could
see Qin Yu’s current realm.

“Middle stage of the Martial Saint Stage? Do you think such a

breakthrough would be useful in front of a mighty figure?”Tian Zong

could not help but ridicule.
“Let’s give it a try. I don’t know either.’Qin Yu grinned, revealing a
mouthful of white teeth.

At this moment, Yun long strode forward and berated, “Qin Yu, do you
dare to fight with Me!”

“You’re a defeated opponent. Don’t come out and shout.”Qin Yu waved
his hand.

“Tl fight with you, you F * cking idiot!”

At this moment, Chang Mang suddenly stood out!

His body was emitting a scarlet radiance. This radiance seemed to be cast
from blood and was extremely terrifying.

Yun Long’s gaze also landed on Chang Mang’s body.



“Kid, I’ve wanted to kill you for a long time…”yun long gnashed his

teeth and said.

“Hahaha, then come!”Chang Mang did not waste any more words and
clenched his fist and charged at Yun Long!

Qin Yu sized up Tian Zong before him and said, “Let’s not waste any
more time.”

Tian Zong’s eyes were filled with a hint of regret.

He sighed slightly and said, “I can tell that you have quite a high prestige
among the crowd. It is precisely this kind of prestige that has caused you
to be unable to recognize yourself clearly…”
“Do you know that in front of a mighty figure, a martial saint is
completely powerless to retaliate!”

Tian Zong suddenly let out an explosive shout. His skinny palm lightly

pinched in Qin Yu’s direction.

“Boom!”

The space around Qin Yu seemed to have started to curl up at this
moment!

The four walls of the space emitted an extremely great pressure, as if it
wanted to crush Qin Yu into minced meat!

Just the following attack was able to compress the space in such a manner.
This was sufficient to show how terrifying a mighty figure was!

Qin Yu did not show the slightest hint of panic as he watched the
surrounding space collapse.



His pair of black gem-like eyes were emitting battle intent and
determination!

“Hal”

Right at this moment, Qin Yu suddenly let out an angry roar. He abruptly
raised both his arms and forcefully pushed open the space that had
already collapsed!
“Boom!”

Under the stalemate between both parties, the space seemed to be unable
to withstand it anymore. It actually began to collapse and shatter like
glass shards, making cracking sounds!
A large pitch-black void appeared in front of everyone!

It seemed to be a black hole that contained mysterious and unfathomable
matter and energy!

Before everyone could take a closer look, the collapsed space had already
returned to its original state!

‘Tian Zong wasn’t surprised. He only nodded slightly, a trace of
admiration flashing in his eyes.

“You have some ability. Unfortunately, in front of a mighty figure, it’s
still not worth mentioning,”Tian Zong said indifferently.

After saying this, Tian Zong raised his hand again. He lifted his hand into
the air, then stretched out a finger and gently pressed it down.

Rumble..

Ahuge finger suddenly appeared from the clouds!



‘That huge finger pierced through the clouds and came crashing down
with a destructive power!

It was like a missile.. The power contained within it could wipe out the
entire Heaven Gate!
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